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ABSTRACT
Vertical Takeoff-and-Landing (VTOL) Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) provide a versatile
operational platform which combines the capabilities of fixed wing and rotary wing MAVs.
In order to improve performance of these vehicles, a better understanding of the rapid
transition between horizontal and vertical flight is required. This study examines the flow
structures around the Mini-Vertigo VTOL MAV using flow visualization techniques. This
will gives an understanding of the flow structures which dominate the flight dynamics of
rapid pitching maneuvers.

This study consists of three objectives: develop an experimental facility, use flow
visualization to investigate the flow around the experimental subject during pitching, and
analyze the results.

The model used for testing features a low aspect ratio (AR), low Reynolds number (Re)
Zimmerman planform wing with two contra-rotating propellers in a tractor configuration.
The experimental facility, located at the Department of Aerospace and Mechanical
Engineering at The University of Arizona, consists of: a closed loop open test section wind
tunnel capable of airspeeds up to 15m/s and controlled with a variable frequency drive
(VFD); a power source and wire to generate vapor from a mixture of turbine oil, petroleum
jelly, and iron powder, which is placed across the wind tunnel nozzle outlet; a five axis
robotic arm mounted below the test section capable of controlling the experimental subject
for pitching maneuvers; and, a pair of video cameras capable of recording the flow
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visualization at 600 frames per second. The flow within the wind tunnel was carefully
examined in order to insure that the experimental subject was placed within a region of flow
unaffected by boundary effects and that there were no significant disturbances or oscillations
within the flow.

The flow around the experimental subject was studied in both static and dynamic testing.
For the static tests, the angle of attack (AOA) of the experimental subject was varied across a
range of AOA from 15 to 70 degrees. For each range of AOA, the Re was varied to 10700,
22600, and 35500, and advance ratio (J) was varied from undefined, 0.60, to 0.47. Several
conclusions can be drawn from the static testing. The flow is dominated by the propeller
slipstream effects. The slipstream drastically delayed leading edge (LE) separation and
vortex shedding. It also causes flow to be either deflected downward into the slipstream or
to deflect outward towards the wing tip before passing over the LE. The slipstream strength
also increases the turbulence in the slipstream and relative velocity of the flow at the wing
surface compared to freestream. The Re affects the LE (visible only without slipstream) and
trailing edge (TE) vortex shedding frequencies, increased Re increases the frequency.
Additionally, it appears that the non-dimensional LE and TE vortex shedding frequencies
are constant at a value of 0.216, irrespective of both Re and advance ratio. This is important
because it means that these observations are likely valid across a broad range of flight
conditions.
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Dynamic testing also varied the advance ratio and the Re. It also varied the reduced
frequency. Both positive and negative pitching was examined. Many of the conclusions
drawn were the same as those from static testing. Increasing the Re increased the vortex
shedding frequency. The slipstream delayed LE separation and caused significant deflection
downward and towards the wingtip, as well as increasing turbulence and relative flow speed
at the top surface prior to separation. Dynamic testing also found that in the presence of the
slipstream, increased Re decreases the AOA of LE separation, while without the slipstream,
increased Re increases the AOA of LE separation. In addition, the pitching rate has several
effects on the flow. For positive pitching, increasing the pitch rate decreases the AOA of
separation and for negative pitching; increasing the pitch rate has no apparent effect on the
AOA of separation. This is contrary to expectations. Previous study1 has shown that
increasing the pitching rate delays stall and nose down pitching hastens stall. Additionally,
greater positive pitching rate slightly increases the TE vortex shedding frequency. In the
absence of a slipstream, LE and TE vortex-shedding frequency are generally the same.
Some interesting phenomena were found at the LE.

In the presence of a pulsating

slipstream from the propellers, the LE separation bubble oscillates in both height and length.
It does so at the same frequency as the propeller rotation and is due to variation in the flow
speed at the LE. During pitch down maneuvers, the flow reattaches at the LE first and then
the region of attached flow moves aft, opposite of the characteristics of pitch up. With only
minimal variation, the non-dimensional TE vortex shedding frequency remains constant at
an average value of 0.229. However, it appears that increasing the pitching rate increases
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this value slightly. Re and advance ratio have no appreciable effect on this data. It is
therefore possible to extend this result to a large range of flight conditions.

A comparison of the static and dynamic testing resulted in several findings that correlated
very well with previous research on this model.1 During positive, nose-up, pitching, the
increase in lift found previously was due to the increased downward deflection of the flow
and the delay of stall was due to the delay in LE separation. The opposite effects were
found in negative, nose-down, pitching. There was disagreement in the findings based on
the size of the turbulent separation wake and the increase and decrease in drag.

Positive

pitching was found to increase the drag on the model however positive pitching reduces the
size of the turbulent separation wake which should decrease drag. The increase in downward
flow deflection caused by pitching rate was significantly less than that due to the slipstream.
Therefore the increase in lift due to the slipstream is greater than that due to pitching.

The flow around the Mini-Vertigo VTOL MAV is dominated by the slipstream from its
propellers. The slipstream delays LE separation and causes drastic deflection in the flow.
While the frequency of the vortices shed from the LE and TE varies with flow speed, the
non-dimensional frequency does not. It does, however, vary slightly with the pitching rate.
These results are applicable across a wide range of flight conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1

Motivation

Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) are a rapidly growing area of interest and study. MAVs are
typically defined as aircraft with maximum linear dimensions between 15 and 30 cm. 1 This
makes MAVs significantly smaller than other conventional unmanned air vehicles (UAVs).
This small size provides MAVs with several significant advantages over larger vehicles.
MAVs are capable of operating in more confined environments. They are capable of flight
very close to the ground, and some MAVs are even able to successfully operate indoors.
Other advantages of MAVs include, but are not limited to: low cost to manufacture,
maintain, and store; low visual signatures; and high maneuverability.

MAVs may be

controlled using a wide variety of control systems, from remote to fully autonomous. The
extensive choices in MAV design allow them to be extremely versatile and provide solutions
for a variety of requirements.

There are several classifications of MAVs, including fixed-wing, rotary-wing, flapping-wing,
and vertical-takeoff-and-landing (VTOL).

Each of these classifications has distinct

advantages. Fixed-Wing MAVs have the greatest range, endurance, speed, and payload
capacity. Rotary-Wing MAVs are capable of hovering, low speed flight, vertical takeoff and
landing, and are highly maneuverable. This means that fixed-wing MAVs are excellently
suited to some applications while rotary-wing MAVs are suited to other applications. In
order to combine these advantages into a single platform, fixed wing VTOL MAVs have
been developed. These VTOL MAVs are capable of hovering, have greater payload capacity
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and speed than rotary-wing MAVs, and greater maneuverability than typical fixed-wing
MAVs. Therefore, VTOL MAVs are capable of highly maneuverable, high speed flight in
confined environments with significant payload capacity.

Researchers at the University of Arizona in Tucson (UA) have successfully developed a
series of VTOL MAVs.2 3 The latest design is the Mini-Vertigo 2. This design features a
Zimmerman wing and a pair of contra rotating propellers. Two versions of the Mini Vertigo
2 can be seen in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Mini-Vertigo 2 Design Variants1

Like most MAVs, this is a low Reynolds number (Re) and low aspect ratio (AR) design,
which allows for very versatile flight. Mini Vertigo 2 is capable of hovering, very high angle
of attack (AOA) flight, and has a cruise speed of up to 15 meters per second (m/s).
Additional research has been done on equipping the Mini Vertigo 2 for fully-autonomous
flight using Global Positioning System (GPS) waypoint navigation. For non-autonomous
flight the vehicle can be remotely piloted using a standard transmitter and receiver pair in
conjunction with integrated gyros for stabilization.4
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While these designs are very successful, a better understanding of the aerodynamics of their
flight is required to improve their performance and design. One of the key aspects of
VTOL MAVs is their ability to transition between horizontal and vertical flight, including
perching maneuvers.5 6 Understanding of this maneuver is growing; however the lack of
knowledge causes difficulty in performing rapid pitching maneuvers, particularly for
autonomous control systems. A better understanding of the flow around the aircraft will
lead to better control methods and an increase in the performance of VTOL MAVs.

The work presented here investigates the aerodynamics of Mini-Vertigo VTOL MAVs in
rapid pitch maneuvers. Understanding of the flow around the aircraft during maneuvers will
give insight into the causes of corresponding flight dynamics.

1.2

Aerodynamics of VTOL MAVs

There has been significant research done to understand the complex aerodynamics of VTOL
MAVs in general, and the Mini-Vertigo in particular. The research presented here builds
primarily on that done by Dr. Sergey Shkarayev and Mr. Ryan Randall.

There have been studies conducted on low Re propeller systems such as those critical to
VTOL MAVs. These have found that traditional models do not work to describe the post
stall region.7 Additionally empirical data shows that performance is dependent on Re at low
advance ratios and efficiency is proportional to Re.8 There have also been several studies on
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the steady aerodynamics of low Re and low AR wings. The findings of these studies were
used to help design the shape of the Mini-vertigo MAV as well as the experimental subject
used here. However, it is the combination of wing and propulsion system that is the most
important. There have been studies based on high Re aerodynamics. These have quantified
aerodynamics at low AOA9 as well as quantifying the effect of lift augmentation due to
propeller slipstream and the effects of AOA on the propulsion system.10 Additional studies
have analyzed propeller slipstream effect on the wind. Key among these are the study which
shows that the slipstream does not eliminate the laminar LE separation bubble11, and that
there is a cyclic change in the velocity profile over the wing with the same frequency as
propeller rotation12. However these studies were all conducted at Re greater than any within
the operational domain of MAVs. These findings are complimented by a study which
looked into the effects of contra-rotating propellers on low Re, low AR MAVs and found
that stall is delayed due to slipstream effects.2 Research done on fixed wing VTOL MAVs
by Shkarayev et al.3 found the contra-rotating, tractor propeller configuration used here
increases drag, but almost eliminated propulsive torque.

Some research has also been undertaken in the area of rapid pitching. A low Re airfoil was
examined in transitory pitching by Visbal and Shang13. This work identified some primary
flow features, including LE vortex and shear layer vortex. They also found that vortex
strength depended on pitch rate and pitch axis location.13
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The current research into the aerodynamics of VTOL MAVs begins with the work by Mr.
Randall.

His thesis, “Longitudinal Aerodynamics of Fixed-Wing Vertical Takeoff-and-

Landing Micro Air Vehicles” studied the forces and moments present on VTOL MAV
pitching.1 This research was divided into three categories. The first addressed steady
aerodynamics of the MAV over a range of AOA. The second considered the effects of rapid
pitching about the aerodynamic center (AC) of the MAV.

The third focused on

aerodynamic modeling and non-dimensional coefficients to describe the empirical data.

The test subject used consisted of a simplified model of the Mini-Vertigo MAV. The
experimental subject consisted of a wing featuring a Zimmerman planform with a span of 25
cm and an aspect ratio of 1.9, and a propulsion system featuring contra-rotating propellers.
This is the same experimental model used in the current study, and is discussed in more
detail in section 3.1.

In order to examine the effects of the flow, the University of Arizona (UA) low speed wind
tunnel was used. This wind tunnel was equipped with a balance to measure forces in the
vertical and horizontal directions. The experimental subject was mounted in a manner such
that lift, drag, and thrust could be measured over a full range of AOA. The parameters
varied in this study were throttle setting (0%, 55%, 70% of maximum), freestream velocity
(0, 5, 10, 15 m/sec) and elevon deflection (-17°, 0°, 10°).
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In order to ensure the quality of the results, several measurements were verified to be
accurate. The AOA variation was measured over the course of testing. A maximum of 1.2°
AOA drift was observed. Data were collected with zero flow in order to validate the force
measurements. This found that the balance was accurate to within 0.040 N. Flow speed
variations due to propeller slipstream were observed and measured. A total variation of 2 Pa
was measured for the full range of AOA. Additionally, a discontinuity in the AOA-Dynamic
pressure relation due to re-setting half way through AOA range was observed. This resulted
in relationship to describe thrust, stall, lift, drag, elevon effect, and AOA effects.
The conclusions from that study included:


Thrust varies linearly with throttle setting



Thrust varies quadratically with freestream velocity. Thrust may increase or decrease
with freestream velocity depending on AOA. For an AOA range of 0-40°, thrust
decreases with freestream velocity and for an AOA range of 50-90° it increases.



The variation of thrust with AOA depends on the ratio of relative strength of the
propeller slipstream over the wing to the freestream velocity. When the slipstream is
relatively strong, thrust varies linearly with AOA. When the slipstream is relatively
weak, the relation of thrust to AOA becomes more complex curve with
approximately zero slope at zero and 90° AOA with an inflection point at
approximately 45°.



The slipstream provides several benefits to performance. These are all dependent on
the relative strength of the slipstream to the freestream.
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o The slipstream softens stall
o It delays stall to a greater AOA
o Increases lift curve slope
o Increases maximum wing lift


Elevator effectiveness increases with both freestream and slipstream strength.



Drag curves are concave up parabolic in the pre-stall region, distorted in the stall
region and concave down in the post stall region.

This study1 also examined the forces and moments of the same model in rapid pitching
motion.

For these studies, the experimental facility at the Research Engineering and

Education Facility (REEF) in Florida, were used. A mechanism was used to create constant
pitching motion within an open circuit wind tunnel. Force and moment data were collected
during positive and negative pitching. Filtering of the data resulted in relationships for lift,
drag, aerodynamic efficiency, moment coefficient, and thrust with the AOA.

Several

conclusions were drawn.


Unsteady effects of rapid pitching are significant and cannot be ignored



With respect to AOA, nose-up pitching delays stall and nose-down pitching hastens
it.



At a set AOA, wing lift and drag coefficients increase with positive pitching rates and
decrease with negative pitching rates.



At the tested Re, wing aerodynamic efficiency is independent of pitching rate
between 30-70° AOA. This trend may continue up to 90° AOA.
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At a set AOA, wing moment decreases with pitching rate, which indicates that
pitching is aerodynamically resisted irrespective of AOA effects.



Propulsion system aerodynamics are not sensitive to rapid pitching.
o Thrust varies less than 10%
o Normal force has less than 0.1 N divergence
o Propulsive moment remains constant

Finally, it is desirable to have continuous smooth and finite non-dimensional coefficients
over the entire operational domain of VTOL MAVs.

Due to the dependence of the

aerodynamics on the slipstream strength, an alternative definition of Re and aerodynamic
coefficients (such as lift and drag) based on separate treatment of slipstream and freestream
flows was proposed.

However, the increase in viscous effects due to the slipstream

turbulence required that the model be adjusted to compensate for decreased Re. This
resulted in an empirical model with smooth, continuous, and finite coefficients.

The

applicability of this model to diverse vehicles has not been studied.

In order to further understand the dynamics of VTOL MAV pitching, a flow visualization
study was undertaken by Shkarayev et al. at the UA.15 This study seeks to further explain the
results of the previously discussed study1. The authors15 visually investigated flows related to
a fixed-wing vertical-takeoff-and-landing micro air vehicle, using the smoke-wire technique.
In particular, the study examines the transition between forward flight and near-hover. This
study used the same experimental subject as the previous study and the current study. The
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model was pitched about the wing‟s aerodynamic center at approximately constant rates
using a five-axis robotic arm. Constant-rate pitching angles spanned 20 to 70 degrees. Five
pitching-rates were used, along with three propulsive settings. Only one freestream flow
speed was used however. This experimental setup is very similar to the procedure used
herein and is discussed in detail in section 3.0.

The static cases explored in this study led to several conclusions. A contra-rotating
slipstream blowing over the LE of a wing can cause a delay in the onset of TE vortexshedding within its vicinity, and it generally increases the frequency at which TE vortices are
shed. With increasing AOA, TE vortex-shedding frequency decreases. During nose-up
pitching The slipstream reduces flow perturbations related to LE vortex-shedding as it drives
shed vortices into a larger vortex-structure that re-circulates over the upper-surface of the
wing in a fashion similar to that of a traditional dynamic-stall LEV. There is no conclusive
trend in the effect of the slipstream on LE vortex-shedding frequency, but LE vortexshedding frequency seems to increase with AOA. Three things happen to the flow field as
the slipstream is strengthened: (1) separation wakes diminish, (2) separation occurs at a
higher AOA, and (3) downward deflection of the flow increases. As a result, the slipstream
delays stall and increases wing lift. Due to recirculation, flow may travel upward from the TE
of the wing toward the LE of the wing within the slipstream region. Lastly, the wing may
significantly affect flow in the vicinity of the propellers, especially at high AOA. Accordingly,
related interference should not be neglected, unless investigated further.
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Nonzero pitching-rate tests also lead to several conclusions. Positive-pitching leads to
development of a stable LEV that delays stall and increases wing lift. Negative pitching has a
deleterious effect on wing lift and stall AOA. These observations hold-true regardless of
pitching-rate or slipstream strength. A contra-rotating propulsive jet helps to drive flow
around the periphery of a quasi-LEV, with some flow becoming entrained and with some
flow deflecting downward and convecting downstream. As with static cases, a stronger
slipstream results in attached flow at a higher AOA, which implies that the slipstream has a
stall-delaying/reattachment-hastening effect. Higher positive pitching-rate generally leads to
greater TE vortex-shedding frequency, especially when the slipstream is absent. It is possible
that aerodynamic force perturbations stemming from vortex-shedding were filtered-out in
the previous study.1

An example of the results obtained in this study is shown in Figure 2 below.15
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Figure 2: Effect of

for J = 0.60

This study had several limitations. The first of these is the lack of variation in the flow
speed. The second was an uncertainty in the data collected. This was primarily due to the
lack of resolution and frame rate of the cameras used to collect flow visualization data. This
led to an inability to determine vortex shedding frequencies with sufficient accuracy. Finally,
there is significant uncertainty in the quality of the flow within the wind tunnel test section.
The current study seeks to rectify these limitations. It uses better camera equipment, more
flow speeds, and includes a more in-depth flow quality study.
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1.3

Flow Visualization Investigation of MAVs by means of
Smoke-Wires

The development of flow visualization techniques goes hand in hand with wind tunnel
development. The most commonly used method is a smoke-wire technique. This method
uses a very thin wire coated with a material that, when heated, vaporizes into a visible vapor
or “smoke”. The use of smoke-wire techniques is detailed in several previous publications.
The reference used for the development of the technique used here is outlined in several
papers.16 18 Flow visualization can result in several different observable phenomena. These
are streamlines, pathlines and streaklines. For steady flow, these all describe the same thing.
A streamline is defined as a curve that is instantaneously tangent to the velocity vector of the
flow.19 These show the direction a fluid element will travel in at any point in time. A
pathline is the trajectory that an individual fluid particle follows.19 These can be thought of
as a "recording" of the path a fluid element in the flow takes. The direction the path takes
will be determined by the streamlines of the fluid at each moment in time. Streaklines are
the locus of points of all the fluid particles that have passed continuously through a
particular spatial point in the past.19 This is the phenomena produced by the smoke-wire
system used here. Smoke steadily injected into the airflow at a fixed point extends along a
streakline. All of the smoke seen in this study can be defined as a streakline.

The work presented in this paper was precluded by a feasibility study presented by Randall.1
This study used a system similar to the one used in this research and proved that use of the
smoke-wire technique was capable of producing viable results. This system was refined and
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presented in another paper.15 This technique was refined slightly further for the results
presented here.

1.4

Research Goals, Objectives, and Requirements

The overall goal of this research is to further the knowledge of the flow physics involved in
the rapid pitching of Mini-Vertigo MAVs.

Better understanding will allow for the

advancement and improvement of the design of these vehicles. The previous research15
conducted with this same goal had several shortcomings. These included a great deal of
uncertainty in calculated vortex shedding frequencies and wind tunnel flow quality, as well as
an inability to observe detailed flow structures. This study shall increase the detail with
which the flow can be observed, investigate undisturbed wind tunnel flow conditions,
determine vortex shedding frequencies with greater accuracy, and observe the effects of
several non-dimensional parameters during pure pitching maneuvers of the Mini-Vertigo
MAV.

This will involve three separate objectives. The first of these is the design and development
of a facility for testing. The second is the acquisition of the flow visualization data. The
final objective is to analyze the date and identify the phenomena that dominate the flow.
These objectives will be presented in this thesis which is intended to provide a concise and
detailed explanation of this work to an audience familiar with the concepts of aerodynamics
and wind tunnel testing.
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1.4.1

Objective #1: Design and Development of Experimental
Facility

The first objective of this research is to design and develop an experimental facility capable
of performing the type of flow visualization experiments described above. This will consist
of three interworking systems: an experimental subject, a flow visualization system, and a
wind tunnel.

The experimental subject requires a model of the mini-Vertigo MAV. This consists of a
Zimmerman wing and a propulsion system with contra-rotating propellers arranged in a
tractor configuration. It will not require a control system for movement of the control
surfaces. However it will require a fully adjustable throttle. It will also require a system of
measuring the propeller rotation rate.

The flow visualization system will constitute the majority of the work presented here. This
system utilizes the smoke-wire technique previously discussed. This requires a very small
diameter wire, a method for mounting this wire upstream of the experimental subject, and a
method for heating this wire quickly. It also requires a substance to be placed on the wire to
generate the smoke. Modeling the pitching maneuver requires the use of a robotic arm onto
which the experimental subject is mounted. It also requires the operation of the robotic arm
to mimic the pitching motion. Additionally, this system requires a method for recording
high speed (600 frames per second) and high resolution video of the streaklines passing over
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the experimental subject. Finally, a method for verifying the motion of the experimental
subject and correlating with the acquired video is required.

Finally, these systems must be integrated into the open-section, closed-loop wind tunnel.
This wind tunnel is located in the Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering at
the UA. The wind tunnel requires system to monitor and control the flow speed in the wind
tunnel. It will also require a secure mounting system for the robotic arm. There is also a
requirement to orchestrate the operation of these systems.

Finally, the flow I the wind tunnel must be monitored to verify that the flow is of sufficient
quality to produce viable results.

1.4.2

Objective #2: Investigation of Flow Phenomena

The second objective of this thesis is to utilize the experimental facility to conduct
experiments to investigate flow phenomena of a rapidly pitching experimental subject. This
will require utilizing the facility to produce accurate pitching motion of the experimental
subject about its aerodynamic center (AC) while recording high speed video of the visualized
flow. This investigation will seek to examine the effects of several different variables on the
flow which were identified as critical to the performance of the Mini-Vertigo MAV.1

The investigation requires the varying of three variables. The first of these is the freestream
speed. This can be parameterized using the Reynolds Number (Re). The flow speed is
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directly proportional to Re, which is non-dimensionalized with the flow viscosity and chord
length of the experimental subject. This research will require varying the Re to three
different values.

The second variable is the Reduced Frequency (Ω).

The reduced

frequency is a non-dimensional pitching rate. It is described as the pitching rate multiplied
by the chord length divided by two times the flow speed. This research will require multiple
positive and negative reduced frequencies as well as a zero pitching rate. The reduced
frequencies used are matched to the range of reduced frequencies observed in free flight of
the MAV. The final variable is the advance ratio (J). The advance ratio is a function of the
propeller rotation rate. This research will require multiple values as well as an undefined
value corresponding to zero rotation. These three required testing variables allow for the
examination of key flow phenomena.

1.4.3

Objective #3: Research Analysis

The third objective is to analyze the flow visualization results. Primarily, this will require
careful observation of results. This will allow for the identification of flow phenomena and
the determination of specific vortex shedding frequencies as well as frequencies for any
other flow periodic phenomena. Observation will also allow for the determination of the
effects of the non-dimensional parameters varied during experimentation, as well as the
dimensional parameters they represent. This will include propeller slipstream strength,
pitching rate, and flow-speed. These will be dependent on the pitch angle of the MAV at
any given time, and therefore it will be required to correlate the angular position of the
MAV with the video data.
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1.5

Thesis Contents

This thesis will consist of five sections. The first is the introduction, of which this is a part.
This includes the motivation for this work, the background behind this work and the goals,
objectives and requirements of this project. The next three sections go through the three
objectives of this work. The first is the design and development of the experimental facility.
This will include details of the facility and their use, as well as how they are integrated to
work together. The second is the experimental studies. This section will present the results
of the experiments. Because this work requires the acquisition of significant amounts of
video, there will be accompanying videos to this thesis. However, still images will be
presented to show the effects which will be discussed. The third of these sections (fourth
overall) will present the results of the experiments. It will discuss the effects of the key
variables and the specific frequencies obtained. The final section of this thesis will present
the conclusions reached with this work and where the work will progress in the future.
1. Abstract
2. Introduction
3. Objective #1: Design and Development of Experimental Facility
4. Objective #2: Experimental Studies of Flow Patterns
5. Objective #3: Investigation of Effects
6. Conclusions
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2.0 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL
FACILITY (OBJECTIVE #1)
The first objective of this research is to design and develop an experimental facility capable
of flow visualization experiments.

The facility, located at the University of Arizona

Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, consists of three main components.
The first is an experimental subject, the mini-Vertigo test model. The second is a flow
visualization system which allows for visual analysis of flow structures around a maneuvering
experimental subject. The final is an existing closed-loop, open-test-section wind tunnel.

2.1

Experimental Subject

The experimental subject is a model of the mini-Vertigo MAV.

This consists of a

Zimmerman wing and a propulsion system with contra-rotating propellers arranged in a
tractor configuration. The propulsion system has a fully adjustable throttle and a system for
measuring the propeller rotation rate. For continuity, this model is a replica of the model
used in previous studies on the performance of Mini-Vertigo MAVs.2 It is also the exact
same model used for some previous studies.1 15

2.1.1

Wing

The wing used here has a very thin Zimmerman airfoil. It has 3% maximum camber,
located at .24c (mean chord) and maximum inverse camber of 1%, located at .85c. The
planform wing is constructed of multiple ply, 1-by-1, pre impregnated carbon fiber. The
wing is stiffened with a plywood rib along the root chord. The wing also has elevons which
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cover 12.3% of the wing‟s planform area.

These elevons can be manually deflected to

predetermined values, but cannot be adjusted remotely or as a function of time. This project
does not require the deflection of the elevons to observe their effect, however future studies
may do so.

2.1.2

Propulsion System (Propeller and Motors)

The propulsion system is mounted to the plywood rib along the root of the wing. It is
mounted using a custom made aluminum mount. This system consists of two pairs of
coaxial contra-rotating motors and propellers with a cross-shaft through both motors. The
motors are brushless outrunners, MP Jet AC22/4-60D.20 These motors were joined at their
stator back-plates. The motors are powered using a standard voltage supply. The power
supply is used to provide a constant 11.0 Volts of direct current (DC) to the motor
controller.

The rate of rotation of the motors was regulated by a Phoenix 25 electronic speed controller,
which insures the same rate of rotation for both motors. The controller converts the DC
from the power supply into three-phase for the motor. The rotation rate can be adjusted
using an analog dial. The power to the motor can be monitored as a function of the voltage
supplied and the current draw from the power supply.
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The propellers were manufactured by Advanced Precision Composites.

They have a

diameter of 140 mm and 114 mm of pitch. The distance between the propellers is 13 mm.
The distance from the aft propeller to the leading edge of the wing is 68 mm.1

A laser tachometer is used to monitor the rotational rate of the propellers. The tachometer
is mounted on a tripod underneath the experimental subject and is focused on a reflective
strip on the aft propeller.

The propeller rotation rate varies dependent on the angle of

attack (AOA) of the experimental subject.

Due to the approximately linear relation

established for this, measuring the rotation rate at the midpoint of the maneuver will give the
average rotational rate of the propeller.

Therefore, before each test, the model was

positioned at 45° AOA with the wind tunnel set to the testing speed. Throttle-setting was
manually adjusted until the desired rotation rate was obtained, and then a test was
performed. While throttle-setting did remain constant throughout each motion the
aerodynamic load on the propulsive motors changed. As a result, there was variation of
propeller rotation-rate during tests.

Propeller rotation-rate was measured under static conditions over the constant pitch range of
AOAs to estimate its deviation from target values during dynamic testing.

This was

measured throughout the entire range of testing conditions. Figure 3 below shows the
deviation for multiple flow speeds and advance ratios. Only one variation of each flow
speed is shown. The variation was similar for all flow speeds and advance ratios. Figure 3
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shows the deviation of the propeller rotation rate with the angle of attack at constant throttle
setting.
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Figure 3: Propulsive variation with angle of attack, rotation rate
The lower targeted propeller rotational rates tend to corresponded to the greater deviation in
rotation rate over the range of AOA. This analysis resulted in a maximum deviation of
13.8% of the propeller rotational rate. This also verified the assumption that the variation in
RPM is linear with AOA.
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2.1.3

Overall Specifications

The overall specifications and layout of the experimental subject can be seen below. The
details of this configuration are presented in Table 1 and a picture of this experimental setup
is shown in Figure 4.
Table 1: Experimental model specifications1
Wingspan
Mean Aerodynamic Chord
Airfoil
Planform Shape
Wing Area
Aspect Ratio
Elevon Area
Root Chord Length
Contra-Rotating Motors
Propellers (2)
Wing Material
Rib Material
Motor Mount Material

252.0 mm
142.6 mm
S5010-TOP24C-REF
Zimmerman
332.5 cm2
1.91
41.0 cm2
168.0 mm
MP Jet AC 22/4-60D
APC 5.5 x 4.5
Carbon Fiber
Plywood
Aluminum

Figure 4: Experimental wing planform and propulsion system1
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This exact model was used for several other research projects. Primarily, the research
presented in “Longitudinal Aerodynamics of Fixed-Wing Vertical Takeoff-and-Landing
micro Air Vehicles” 1 as well as “Flow Interactions around a Rapidly Pitching MAV Wing”.15
The model has performed very well. However, it is beginning to show wear and may need
to be replaced soon.

2.2

Flow Visualization System

The flow visualization system utilizes the smoke-wire technique. This consists of a very
small diameter wire, a mounting system for the wire upstream of the experimental subject,
and a method for heating this wire quickly. It also includes a substance to be placed on the
wire to generate the smoke. Modeling the pitching maneuver is done with a robotic arm
onto which the experimental subject is mounted. This system also includes the recording of
high speed (600 frames per second) and high resolution video of the streaklines passing over
the experimental subject. Finally this requires a method for verifying the motion of the
experimental subject and correlating with the acquired video.

2.2.1

Smoke Generation

Smoke-production is a key part of the experimental setup and procedure. This requires
several components, a very small diameter wire, a method for mounting this wire upstream
of the experimental subject, and a method for heating this wire quickly. It will also require a
substance to be placed on the wire, which when heated vaporizes and produces “smoke.”
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The first of these components is a wire. Selection of this wire is critical. The larger the
diameter the wire, the higher quantity of smoke will be produced and the greater the
duration of the smoke. This is due to the fact that more substance can be placed on the
wire. However, if the diameter of the wire is too large it will begin to disturb the flow and
the wire will affect the results of experiments. Because of this, there is a maximum wire
diameter which can be used. To determine this critical value, a simple model of the critical
Re for the wire based on the wire diameter and freestream velocity for vortex shedding from
a cylinder in uniform flow was used. This value is Re=40 to avoid producing a Karman
Vortex Street.21 In this case, the maximum diameter of the smoke-wire is a function of the
freestream velocity. For these experiments presented here, three flow speeds are used, these
correspond to airfoil Re of 8600, 21500 and 34400. This requires wire diameters of 0.16mm
(34 AWG) for a Re of 21500 and 0.1mm (38 AWG) for a RE of 34400. In order to minimize
the required materials, a Re of 8600 can also use a 0.16mm (34 AWG) wire and produce very
nice results.

These wires allow for the maximum amount of smoke generation without

disturbing the flow. It is also necessary to select a wire which will be able to cope with the
high temperatures required to vaporize the smoke mixture. This resulted in the selection of
a bare Nickel-Chromium (nichrome) resistance wire. This wire material also has a high
resistance/length, resulting a lower required voltage to heat the wire appropriately.

The wires were heated using a 0-300 Volt (V), Direct Current (DC) HP 895a regulated
power supply shown in Figure 5. The power supply was connected to an external toggleswitch controlling current through two electrical wires. The wires were fixed to the top and
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bottom of the nozzle outlet and their ends were stripped, soldered and bent into circular
loops. The nichrome wire was bent into a saw-tooth pattern and strung between the two
electrical wires. A weight was attached to the lower end of the nichrome wire, which passed
freely through the lower-loop of one of the electrical-wires. The power supply was turned on
and it “warmed up” to the desired voltage. The toggle-switch was flipped and electrical
current passed through the smoke-wire, heating it. As the wire thermally-expanded the
attached weight maintained constant-tension, reducing vibration and taking up “slack”. The
heated wire vaporized the solution, which was carried downstream by the flow. This setup is
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5: HP power supply
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Figure 6: Smoke wire setup

These wires were bent into a saw-tooth pattern for several reasons. The first, and most
important, is to decrease the tendency of the smoke mixture to flow down the wire before
vaporizing. Because the wire is not vertical, surface tension is better able to hold the fluid to
the wire. Additionally, the “corners” provide a location where droplets of the fluid can form
and cling, therefore producing clear, long lasting lines of smoke. The saw-tooth bends also
increase the length of wire in the flow region allowing for a greater quantity of smoke
mixture to be applied for each test as well as increasing the total resistance and decreasing
the required voltage. The saw tooth bends only minimally increase the width of the plane in
which the smoke is flowing. This does not affect the results. The smoke-wire was offset by
6 mm from the centerline of the model to prevent smoke from being obscured by the
plywood rib, which supports the wing as well as the motor mount (Figure 4). This small
offset allows for clear viewing of the flow characteristics at the wing root. Offsetting the
smoke plane also ensures that the visible flow effects are produced by the wing and not the
plywood rib or the mount onto which the MAV is held in the flow.
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Another critical component of this system is the mixture used to produce the smoke. The
“smoke” is produced when the heated wire causes the oil which coats the wire to vaporize.
There is no combustion taking place. However, just coating the wire with oil does not
produce sufficient vapor due to the oil flowing down the wire. The tendency of the oil to
flow increases as the wire is heated. Therefore, a study was conducted which identified a
mixture of turbine oil, iron powder, and petroleum jelly which produced highly visible
vapor.1 While a general formula was obtained (equal parts of each), each batch of this
mixture was slightly different depending on the requirements of each test. Trial and error
was used to fine-tune the mixture each time. It is important that the mixture have the
consistency of a thick, sticky paste. This paste can then be “painted” onto the wire. While
some of this mixture does flow down the wire, enough of it remains to produce sufficient
vapor. Some of this mixture will be blown off the wire by the freestream flow. This
necessitates modifications to the experimental subject. Because of the presence of iron
powder in the smoke mixture, if it is blown off the wire into the motors, the iron powder
will collect on the magnets in the motor. This requires the air cooled motor to be sealed.
Therefore, the motors cannot be run for long time periods to ensure it doesn‟t overheat.
However, this solution does not completely solve the issue and the motor must be routinely
“cleaned” out using a strong magnet.

The final key component of this system is the lighting. Six powerful lights were carefully
positioned around the wind tunnel test section to illuminate the smoke in the flow. They
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were positioned with the goal of illuminating all of the smoke without shadows from the
MAV obscuring the smoke or direct light shining into the camera apertures. One floodlight
shone directly downward from above the nozzle exit on to the top surface of the wing.
Another floodlight shone upward from below and to the left of the model. Two large
halogen lights were positioned above and below the diffuser shining toward the nozzle exit
and the trailing edge of the model. Finally, two more halogen spotlights were placed below
and to the right of the model. These lights are on the same side of the model as it is
observed from and the smoke-wire is offset to. This setup produces lighting for the smoke
throughout the testing. This lighting scheme was refined with trial and error prior to testing
and was continually improved as testing progressed.

2.2.2

Robotic Arm and MAV Trajectory

This project utilized the ST Robotics R-12 robotic arm for motion of the MAV within the
wind tunnel.

The R-12 model is 500 mm in length and has five axes. It is designed similar

to a human arm with a “waist” that rotates the entire arm through 360 degrees, a “shoulder,”
“elbow,” and “wrist” that rotate in a plane defined by the waist angle, and a “hand” that
rotates a flat plate at the end of the arm in a plane perpendicular to the arm. These
components are labeled in Figure 7, which shows the R-12 robotic arm.
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Elbow

Shoulder

Wrist
Hand
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Figure 7: ST Robotics R-12 Robotic Arm

The detailed specifications of the R-12 published by the manufacturer are shown in Table 2
below.
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Table 2: R-12 Specifications22
Drives
Reach:
Repeatability
Payload
Compliance:
Droop at 250mm at nominal
payload
Droop at max reach with max
payload
Maximum speed
Standard cycle time
Max torque for hand pitch or
roll
Weight
Power
Temperature range
MTBF
Safety

High power micro-stepped hybrid stepping motors, optional
encoder watchdogs
500mm/20ins in any direction; 360 degree waist rotation
0.1mm
nominal 500g, max 1Kg (2.2lbs) at flange
(repeatability and speed degrade with increasing payload and
reach)
0.4mm
2.3mm
Shoulder 180 deg/sec, Elbow 270deg/sec, Waist 180 deg/sec.
2 secs.
2 Nm (repeatability figures degrade).
Robot 12.8Kg/29lbs Controller 11kg/25lbs
110/240v ac 420VA (standard controller)
0 - 28C (wider range optional)
10,000 hours
Class 2 stop circuit, stall detect, risk assessment guide.
High intensity red LEDs along the arm serve as awareness
barrier

A limitation is placed on the motion which can be achieved by the experimental subject.
This is due to the limitations on the reach of the arm, primarily its inability to reach any
point with any section of the robot at too close a relative angle to its adjacent section. The
robot also produces a mounting requirement for the wind tunnel design, which is discussed
below.

The robot is controlled using a derivation of the programming language, FORTH, called
ROBOFORTH. This uses an interface designed specifically by ST Robotics called Robwin.
The current version (which is required for this project) is Robwin 13.6. Before operation of
the robot, any operators should familiarize themselves with Robwin and learn to use Robwin
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safely. There are operation manuals and tutorials located with the robot and controller in
the experimental facility. Misuse of the robot may result in catastrophic damage to both the
robot and the experimental facility.

There are several key features of Robwin that are necessary for this research. This project
required the definition of a “route” and the programming of code to access that route. The
rout is defined as a series of Cartesian coordinates to which the robot will move its hand. It
is possible to define a finite series of points and allow Robwin to convert that into a smooth
curve. It is also possible to set the time between each of the finite points through which the
smoothed curve passes, allowing for a specified rate of motion.

Refer to the Robwin manual22 for more information on the operation of the robot.

For this experiment, the desired motion of the experimental subject was a pure pitching
motion about the aerodynamic center (AC). Because the mounting apparatus holds the
experimental subject rigidly at a specific distance from the hand of the robot, to achieve a
pure pitching moment about the AC the hand of the robot must describe an arc with a
radius roughly equal to the distance from the hand of the robot to the AC. Because the AC
is vertically offset from the line of the hand, this arc is not circular. The set of coordinates
describing the complex arc was calculated using MATLAB. This pure pitch motion requires
only three of the axes of rotation. Because yaw is constant, the waist does not move.
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Because the roll is constant, the hand does not rotate. A conceptual diagram of this setup
can be seen in Figure 8 below.

Figure 8: Conceptual sketch of robot trajectory

To achieve this motion, the route which was programmed into a project in Robwin defined a
series of points that lie along a (non-circular) arc. The route used defined the position of the
center of the hand of the robot at every 2 degrees of rotation. It is possible that smoother
motion could have been achieved with more points defined in the arc. The same code used
to define the route also calculated the required time between points for a specified rotational
rate. The MATLAB code used can be found in Appendix 1. This code also takes into
account the position of the MAV within the flow, allowing for placement such that the
MAV is within the region of best flow quality. It is also necessary to include regions of
acceleration and deceleration at either end of the trajectory. The region of motion at the
desired rotational rates is from 20 degrees to 70 degrees AOA. The path is presented in
Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Trajectory of robot hand

Use of this route in the experiment requires a ROBOFORTH code to set the required
settings and execute the rout. This code can be found in Appendix 2.

The R-12 robotic arm was installed in the open test section of the wind tunnel. Custom
attachment hardware was machined to attach the experimental model to the hand of the
robotic arm. Digital calipers were used to carefully measure the position of the model‟s AC
relative to the robot‟s hand. The attachment can be seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Attachment mechanism from robot to exp. Subject

2.2.3

Motion Verification

The motion of the robot and of the AC of the experimental subject were verified using the
DLTdv5 software and MATLAB. DLTdv5 is freely available software that was developed
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for kinematic analysis of video data. The present research utilized this software to track two
points; one located at the AC of the experimental subject, the other located at the trailing
edge. The two points are tracked throughout the duration of the maneuvers. The resulting
Cartesian positions were collected and analyzed to determine the motion of the AC and the
AOA for each frame of the video. This allows for correlation of the exact AOA for each
frame of the video.

In order to correct for any offset in the setup, reference points were

added to the video backdrop to provide an absolute frame of reference (Figure 11). Two
points were verified to be horizontal and two points were verified to be vertical (within 0.1
degree), using a digital inclinometer.

Because the flow was essentially horizontal, the pitch angle is assumed to be equal to the
AOA (given the definition of AOA for this study). Pitch angles were determined based on
the absolute reference frame, tracked body-fixed points, and the known offset between
point-pitch and wing-pitch. Accordingly, the location of the AC and the AOA of the wing
are known with certainty for each instant in time.
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Absolute Frame

Aerodynamic Center
Body-Fixed Frame

Figure 11: Points for motion verification

Point-tracking was performed for each of the static tests. AC position and wing AOA were
intended to be constant for each static test. As expected, some oscillation and noise was
observed. Overall the AOA was within the requirements to be considered constant.

Figure 12 below shows the data from the static testing at Re=21500. While the AOA is not
exactly the intended value, it is constant at the values achieved.
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Figure 12: Static AOA

Looking closely at a single set of the data above shows an oscillation of approximately 6 Hz
in the AOA data. This can clearly be seen in Figure 13 which shows a much more detailed
view of the 68° AOA data from above.
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Figure 13: Static AOA variation at approx. 68°

The first thing to notice about this oscillation is the magnitude of the oscillations. This
oscillation has a maximum amplitude of 0.06°. This tiny amplitude makes this oscillation
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unimportant. As verification that this oscillation is not based on phenomena in the flow,
further analysis was done. The oscillation was analyzed using a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) to find the frequency of this apparent oscillation. This resulted in the frequency
domain seen in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Frequency domain of static test AOA

This shows a frequency of 5.8 Hz. This same oscillation frequency can be found in almost
all of the other static tests. There are several tests which do not exhibit any oscillation. Due
to the poor resolution of this FFT data, not all of the frequencies match exactly, but all fall
within the range between 5.3 and 7.6 Hz. This is independent of AOA, Re, and advance
ratio. This is shown in Figure 15 below which has the same result even though it has a
different AOA, Re and advance ratio.
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Figure 15: Frequency domain of static test AOA

This raises the question of the origin of this oscillation. This oscillation is due to the natural
frequency of the mounting mechanism. In order to verify this conclusion, the experimental
subject was mounted and then without the wind tunnel activated the experimental subject
was excited with a small tap. Video was taken and point tracking was used to find the
undisturbed vibration frequency. This was done over the entire range of AOA with the
same results at all AOA. Figure 16 below presents the results from approximately 0° AOA.
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Figure 16: Free vibrations of testing mechanism

FFT analysis of this resulted in the frequency domain of Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Natural frequency of testing mechanism

The frequency seen here corresponds to the natural frequency of the mechanism. This
matches the frequency of oscillation seen in the static AOA tests.
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Therefore it can be concluded that the oscillations in the AOA due to the natural frequency
are negligible and can be ignored. The AOA during Static testing can be assumed to be
constant.

It is also important that the AOA be constant across different testing conditions and over all
tests assumed to be at the same AOA. To verify this, all of the tests at a specific AOA were
compared. This resulted in a maximum deviation of 0.46° from the mean value of each
AOA. A typical variation can be seen in Figure 18 which shows two tests from several
months apart.
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Figure 18: Variation in static AOA

It is also necessary to examine the deviation in position of the AC during a test. This
position data exhibits the same oscillatory nature as the AOA data.

Once again, any

oscillations were very small and matched the natural frequency of the mechanism. There
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was no clear trend in which test conditions produced the greatest deviations. The largest
deviation in the AC position occurred at Re=8600, J=.047, AOA=70. This deviation was
just less than 1 mm from the mean position. This is sufficiently small to assume that the AC
position is well within the range of constant.

Point-tracking was also performed for images acquired before, during and after each
dynamic test. A linear curve fit was applied to AOA vs. time over each constant pitching-rate
region (20-70 degrees). The lowest coefficient of determination (R2) was 0.999040, which
indicates that pitching rate was approximately constant for all tests. AOA deviation (from its
best-fit linear curve) was always less than 1.25 degrees. The worst case of AOA deviation
occurred for Re = 34400, J=0.47,

= -0.031. Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the results

from this test.
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Figure 19: Dynamic AOA for worst case deviation
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Figure 20: Deviation in AOA for worst case dynamic test

It is important to note that in Figure 20 the motion progresses from right to left as the AOA
decreases in a negative pitching motion. Because this is the worst case of AOA deviation
and it has a maximum deviation of just over 1 degree, it is very reasonable to conclude that
all of the dynamic motions have a constant pitching rate with no significant deviations.

It is also necessary to examine the deviation of AC position to see if it remains relatively
constant in comparison to an ideal motion. Once again, the maximum deviation occurred
during the Re=34400, J=0.47,

=-0.031 test. The maximum deviation from the average of

the AC position in this test was 9.62mm. Figure 21 shows the deviation for this test. The
total range was 14.51 mm.
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Figure 21: Worst case deviation in position of AC

The test with negative pitching rates at a Re=34400 have by far the largest deviation in any
tests. The deviations for these tests are roughly similar and significantly worse than all other
tests. If this test is excluded, the next largest deviation is significantly less. This can be
found in the test of Re=34400, J=0.06, =+0.031 and seen in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Typical worst case AC position deviation

The maximum deviation of AC position was -5.65 mm. This deviation is a somewhat
smooth drift of the AC position, which is typical of the majority of tests. The lack of rapid
or erratic movement of the AC means that there will be minimal effect on the flow, as long
as the model remains within the region of undisturbed flow, which it is required to do. It is
therefore reasonable to conclude that the AC position does not deviate significantly from the
desired position.

2.2.4

Video Acquisition

This system requires a method for recording high speed and high resolution video of the
streaklines passing over the experimental subject. This was done using a Phantom camera
system. This system utilized two Phantom cameras and the Phantom video acquisition
system. The two cameras were physically synchronized to obtain video with matching
frames from each camera. They were set to record at 600 frames per second with an
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exposure time of 1663

s. In order to optimize the images acquired by the cameras, the

maximum amount of light was desired for each frame. This was done by increasing the
exposure as much as possible. The maximum exposure is inversely proportional to frame
rate, if the frame rate is decreased, the exposure per frame can increase. Therefore, a balance
must be achieved between the required exposure for each frame and the desired frame rate.
The selected parameters were capable of achieving a sufficiently high frame rate, and the
exposure per frame is adequate.

However increasing the exposure further may have

improved the visibility of the smoke. The cameras were set to a resolution of 1200x1000
pixels. This allowed for a sufficient field of view with sufficient resolution to observe most
flow structures visible in the smoke. Additionally, the resolution affects the amount of video
that can be recorded. The phantom cameras rely on flash memory and have a limited
capacity. Therefore, they are capable of only recording a fixed quantity of data. Increasing
the resolution of each frame increases the amount of data in each frame and therefore
reduced the number of frames that can be recorded. In this case, the cameras were able to
record only 2416 frames, or 4.028 seconds of video. This was sufficient for all but one
testing condition.

The cameras were carefully positioned on tripods outside of the test section to acquire sideview images of the model during tests. The first camera was positioned exactly horizontal to
the AC of the experimental subject and perpendicular to the freestream flow direction. This
camera had a view that extended from the nozzle outlet to approximately 0.75 meters
downstream of the nozzle outlet. The second camera was positioned directly next to the
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first camera. This camera was zoomed in on the leading edge (LE) of the wing and the
propellers. Only the first camera was used for point tracking. The second camera was used
only to increase the detail that can be seen in the complex flow region around the propellers
and LE.

The image files were saved as. AVI video files. These videos were saved at a frame rate of
30 Hz. Adobe Premier Elements was used to manipulate videos for effective analysis and
interpretation. Captions were added, brightness and contrast were adjusted, playback speed
was lowered, and “split-screen” was implemented (for simultaneous viewing of different
tests with AOA matched at each frame).

2.3

Integration of Facilities into Wind Tunnel

Finally, these systems are integrated into the wind tunnel. This required equipping the wind
tunnel with a system to monitor and control the flow speed in the wind tunnel. It also
requires a secure mounting system for the robotic arm, and orchestration of the operations
of these systems.

2.3.1

Wind tunnel

This project utilized a low speed wind tunnel located in the Aerospace and Mechanical
Engineering Department of The University of Arizona. This wind tunnel is a closed loop
wind tunnel with an open test section. The flow is controlled by a variable frequency drive
(VFD) which controls the excitation frequency to the 7.5 horsepower motor powering the
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fan. This gives a linear relation between VFD excitation frequency and the RPM of the
motor and fan. There is also a linear relation between the RPM of the motor and the
velocity in the test section. This relation was experimentally defined and allows for velocity
calibration of the wind tunnel. Figure 23 below shows the relation between the VFD
excitation frequency and the dynamic pressure measured using a large pitot-static tube
positioned in the center of the flow approximately 0.25 meters from the nozzle exit. It also
shows the velocity calculated using a constant, average density and the Bernoulli Equation.
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Figure 23: Dynamic pressure/Velocity calibration data

During testing, the instantaneous velocity is obtained using a small pitot-static tube
positioned in the lower-right corner of the nozzle‟s exit. Using silicon tubing, the ports on
the pitot-static tube were connected to two ports on a Honeywell SCXL 010DN dynamic
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pressure gauge. The pressure gauge was connected using LabView hardware to a desktop
computer. A virtual instrument (VI) was written to interpret signals from the pressure sensor
and output dynamic pressure. Air density was determined using a thermocouple and another
Honeywell SCXL 010AN absolute pressure gauge. With density and dynamic pressure
known, flow speed was calculated assuming low speed, incompressible, invicid, Bernoulli
flow and displayed through the VI. The LabView code used is provided in Appendix 3.

Verification was performed at each step of the process to ensure accurate production and
measurement of test parameters. Since the pitot-static system was newly-installed, dynamic
pressure results were compared against the calibration measurements acquired with the large
pitot-static tube connected to a manometer. Flow speed measurement proved to be accurate
at 2.5 m/s and above (manometer resolution was insufficient to accurately test speeds below
2.5 m/s). The relationship between fan RPM and flow speed was once again found to be
linear.

The maximum speed that the wind tunnel can achieve is approximately 20 m/s. The wind
tunnel is shown in Figures 24 and 25.
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Figure 24: Wind tunnel; including the motor. The VFD is behind the motor

Figure 25: Wind tunnel; the test section is contained in the grey room to minimize ambient
effects

The test section area is 0.1575 m2 and has a length of 1.24 m. The test section is contained
within a small room to minimize ambient flow effects during testing.

2.3.2

Flow Quality

Since the facility itself is new (Dec. 2011), it was necessary to conduct an investigation on
flow quality. This investigation addressed two significant areas of concerns. The first was
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vorticity in the flow and disturbances from interactions with the ambient air. The second
concern was oscillation in the flow, or periodic variation in the flow speed.

Addressing the first concern was done using the flow visualization system. With the wind
tunnel flow activated, and the experimental subject removed from the flow, flow
visualization was performed on the undisturbed flow. This resulted in the discovery of
significant growth of shear-layer vortices from the nozzle outlet. These vortices render a
significant portion of the flow downstream of the nozzle exit useless. This can be seen in
Figure 10. Shear-layer vortex behavior over vertical planes at different horizontal positions
and flow speeds were studied and a laminar, undisturbed flow region was mapped. This
region is roughly a rectangular pyramid in shape, with the base located at the edges of the
boundary layer at the nozzle exit. As a result, the model was positioned as closely to the
nozzle exit as possible, within the undisturbed laminar flow region.
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Figure 26: Shear layer vortex growth in test section flow

The concern was the size of the model relative to the area of the useable flow region. The
wingspan is 252 mm and the width of the nozzle exit is 450 mm. Fitting the model
horizontally was relatively simple as long as the model was centered in the flow. The
distance from the trailing-edge of the wing to the tip of the leading propeller is 253 mm
while the height of the nozzle exit is 350 mm. Therefore at a high AOA, the model is close
to not fitting within the usable flow region. This is why it is imperative to place the model as
close as possible to the nozzle exit. The fit was tight, but ingestion of shear-layer vortices
into the slipstream was minimal in the dynamically investigated 20 – 70 degree AOA range.
Other potential proximity were been neglected.
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Investigation of the vortex shedding frequency at multiple flow speeds resulted in an
unusable flow region that did vary with flow speed. This region was difficult to define and
measure clearly due to the difficulty in determining what constituted a sufficiently straight
streamline. However, several sets of measurements were taken and the smallest region was
used to define the area for all tests. This region required that the model AC be placed within
13 cm of the nozzle exit. However, if the model was placed too close to the nozzle, the
propellers will strike the wire used for smoke generation. This gives a very small range, but
the placement was achieved and held constant for all testing. The most restrictive useable
flow region was for the greatest flow speed used during testing.

The vortex shedding frequency varied over the range of testing conditions. This was a
roughly linear variation with the frequency increasing with the flow speed. Table 3 bellow
shows the shear-layer vortex shedding frequencies at the three testing conditions.
Table 3: Shear layer vortex shedding frequencies
Flow speed

shear-layer vortex shedding freq.

1 m/s (corresponds to Re=8600)

9.6 Hz

2.5 m/s (corresponds to Re=21500)

13.8 Hz

4 m/s (corresponds to Re=34400)

18.2 Hz

Inclusion of vortex generators at the nozzle exit should mitigate this problem in future
development and refinement of the facility. Future work should also include a quantifiable
measurement of turbulence in the flow, most likely utilizing a hot wire anemometer.
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The second major concern with flow quality is oscillations in the flow speed. To examine
these phenomena, a study of the undisturbed flow was performed using both the pitot-static
tube as well as point tracking of the LE of streak lines in the flow. This allowed for
frequency analyses to be performed on the flow speed data to find any oscillation
frequencies that may disrupt the results. This also allowed for a verification of the velocity
measurements taken by the pitot-static tube during testing.

The first issue to contend with in this study relates to the „noise‟ and the offset of the
dynamic pressure gauge. To quantify this offset, data were collected with the wind tunnel
deactivated. This data provided a baseline for any subsequent flow speed measurements. In
order to verify that any readings were a combination of noise and offset and were not
environmental disturbances, readings were also collected with the sensor disconnected from
the pitot-static tube and placed in a small box. While the box was not completely sealed, it
was closed and left stationary on a table. The resulting readings from these two tests were
compared and the results were the same. It is therefore concluded that the readings from
the pitot-static do represent the noise and offset from the sensor. The resulting readings
were collected by LabView and are presented in Figure 27 below.
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Figure 27: Zero velocity pressure gauge data

This data has an average offset of 84.042 Pascal [Pa]. Applying this offset to the data results
in data that are centered about a dynamic pressure of 0 Pa. This can be seen in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Offset zero velocity pressure gauge data

There is clearly an oscillatory nature to this data. In order to quantify this oscillation it is
necessary to perform a frequency analysis on the data. This was done using a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT). However it was found that there were no significant frequencies within
the range that could be analyzed. This is shown in Figure 29 below
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Figure 29: Frequency domain, zero velocity

Empirical observation of the data contradicts this and indicates that there is clearly some
frequency present. In order to find this frequency it was necessary to manipulate the data
into a form more suited to FFT analysis. This was done by converting the raw dynamic
pressures into an offset from zero. This resulted in Figure 30 below.
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Figure 30: Dynamic pressure deviation from mean

This figure eliminates the very high frequency positive negative oscillation, which appears to
be very erratic and well above the measurable frequency limit for this data, and extracts the
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lower frequency oscillation. Applying FFT analysis to this data results in a clear frequency
that is present in the noise of the sensor. This analysis shows a frequency of between 0.035
and 0.05 Hz. The result of this FFT can be seen in Figure 31.
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Figure 31: Frequency domain for zero velocity

It can therefore be assumed that the sensor noise consists of an oscillation of between 0.035
and 0.05 Hz as well as a very high frequency oscillation, beyond the region of measurable
frequencies with the equipment available.

It is now possible to look at the readings from the pitot-static tube with the wind tunnel
activated. This was done at the same three flow speeds as used during testing. These were
approximately 1 m/sec, 2.5m/sec and 4 m/sec. In order to ensure that the flow speed was
the same for all tests, the frequency applied to the VFD was held constant at 7.3, 12.7, and
18.0 Hz, respectively. Data were collected for each of these flow conditions using the pitotstatic tube as well as using the flow visualization technique. For the dynamic pressure
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readings from the pitot-static tube, the same procedure was followed for the 0 flow speed
case presented above. The data were collected using LabView, the ~84 Pa offset was
applied, the results were analyzed using FFT, they were then converted into an offset from
the average flow speed (used as the actual flow speed for the test) and analyzed using FFT
again. The resulting frequencies from both FFT runs were compared to the results from the
0 m/sec test to find any oscillations in flow speed readings not due to the noise in the
sensor.

These results were validated using the flow visualization system.

Using the technique

discussed above, the undisturbed flow was “visualized”. In order to calculate the flow
speed, the LE of several streak lines were tracked using the same DLTdv5 software used for
motion verification. Knowing the size of each pixel, and the time between each frame, it is
possible to numerically differentiate the position data to achieve the velocity. In order to
increase the accuracy, the trapezoidal rule was used. This is a second order, implicit solver.
The equation describing the trapezoidal rule can be seen below. In this equation, y is the
velocity and f is the position at time step n.

Unfortunately, due to the short amount of time it takes for a particle to travel across the field
of view of the camera, the length of time for which this method can be used to collect data,
is rather short. This time interval decreases as the flow speed is increased. Therefore, any
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FFT analysis don on velocity data collected in this way will have poor resolution. However,
the high rate of sampling should allow for much higher frequency oscillations to be
observed, less precisely. While the pitot-static tube gives more precise frequency results over
its range of 0-20 Hz (due to 40Hz sample rate), the point tracking method should give
results up to 300 Hz (due to the 600Hz sample rate of the Phantom cameras).

These results were both analyzed using FFT and the resulting velocities and frequencies were
compared to verify the flow quality in the wind tunnel.

2.3.2.1

1m/sec Testing

With the wind tunnel VFD set to 7.3Hz, the following results were obtained. The pitotstatic tube measured the following dynamic pressures.
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Figure 32: Dynamic pressure data for 7.3 Hz

FFT analysis of this data resulted in identifying no significant frequencies.
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Figure 33: Frequency domain for 7.3Hz

The deviation from the average dynamic pressure of 0.855689291Pa was then calculated.
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Figure 34: Deviation from mean dynamic pressure for 7.3 Hz

FFT analysis of this data resulted in a frequency of approximately 0.058 Hz. This is roughly
similar to the frequency found with the wind tunnel deactivated, and therefore can be
ignored. This was the only frequency found by the FFT analysis.
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Figure 35: Frequency domain for 7.3 Hz dynamic pressure deviation

Using the flow visualization technique, the following velocities were measured.
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Figure 36: Flow visualization velocity measurements for 7.3 Hz

The horizontal velocity was then analyzed using FFT.
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Figure 37: Frequency domain of flow visualization velocity measurements for 7.3 Hz

This resulted in no significant high frequency oscillations being identified.

Comparison of the velocities measure by each of the two methods resulted in values that
only vary by 6.4% (decreases as flow speed increases). The pitot-static tube measured a
velocity of 1.247 m/sec and the visualization gave a velocity of 1.172 m/sec. It is therefore
possible to cocclude that the VFD frequency setting of 7.3 Hz results in a flow speed of
approximately 1.21 m/sec (average of two methods) and has reasonably steady flow
conditions.

2.3.2.2

2.5 m/sec Testing

With the wind tunnel VFD set to 12.7 Hz, the following results were achieved. The pitotstatic tube measured the following dynamic pressures.
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Figure 38: Dynamic pressure data for 12.7 Hz

FFT analysis of this data resulted in no significant frequencies being identified, as shown
below.
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Figure 39: Frequency domain for 12.7 Hz

The deviation from the average dynamic pressure of 3.794399567 Pa was then calculated.
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Figure 40: Deviation from mean dynamic pressure for 12.7 Hz

FFT analysis of this data resulted in a frequency of approximately 0.019 Hz. This is
somewhat less than the frequency found with the wind tunnel deactivated. However, at this
low of a frequency, this oscillation is most likely due to the sensor noise and can therefore be
ignored. This was the only frequency found by the FFT analysis.
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Figure 41: Frequency domain for 12.7 Hz dynamic pressure deviation

Using the flow visualization technique, the following velocities were found.
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Figure 42: flow visualization velocity measurements for 12.7 Hz

The horizontal velocity was then analyzed using FFT.
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Figure 43: Frequency domain for flow visualization velocity measurements at 12.7 Hz

This resulted in no significant high frequency oscillations being identified.
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Comparison of the velocities measure by each of the two methods resulted in values that
only vary by 5.7%. The pitot-static tube measured a velocity of 2.63 m/sec and the
visualization gave a velocity of 2.48 m/sec. It is therefore possible to conclude that the
VFD frequency setting of 12.7 Hz results in a flow speed of approximately 2.56 m/sec
(average of two methods) and has reasonably steady flow conditions.

2.3.2.3

4 m/sec Testing

With the wind tunnel VFD set to 18.0 Hz, the following results were achieved. The pitotstatic tube measured the following dynamic pressures.
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Figure 44: Dynamic pressure data for 18.0 Hz

FFT analysis of this data resulted in no significant frequencies being identified, as shown
below.
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Figure 45: Frequency domain for dynamic pressure data at 18.0 Hz

The deviation from the average dynamic pressure of 9.035396659 Pa was then calculated.
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Figure 46: Deviation from mean dynamic pressure at 18.0 Hz

FFT analysis of this data resulted in a frequency of approximately 0.0392 Hz. This is the
same as the frequency found with the wind tunnel deactivated, and therefore can be ignored.
This was the only frequency identified by the FFT analysis.
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Figure 47: frequency domain for dynamic pressure divergence at 18.0 Hz

Using the flow visualization technique, the following velocity was measured.
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Figure 48: Flow visualization velocity measurements for 18.0 Hz

The horizontal velocity was then analyzed using FFT.
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Figure 49: Frequency domain for flow visualization velocity at 18.0 Hz

This resulted in no significant high frequency oscillations being identified.

Comparison of the velocities measure by each of the two methods resulted in values that
only vary by 1.6%. The pitot-static tube measured a velocity of 4.053 m/sec and the
visualization gave a velocity of 3.989 m/sec. It is therefore possible to conclude that the
VFD frequency setting of 18.0 Hz results in a flow speed of approximately 4.021 m/sec
(average of two methods) and has reasonably steady flow conditions.

In summation, the following table gives the VFD setting, the velocity results and any
observed oscillation frequencies within the flow.
Table 4: Wind tunnel velocity measurement summary
VFD

Average

Adjusted

Measured

Observed

%

Average

Exp.

Setting

q

q

Velocity

Velocity

diff.

Velocity

Subject

frequency
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Re
0

84.0421

0

0

0

0.0380.048

7.3

84.8978

0.85569

1.2473

1.171909

6.435

1.2096

10698.49

0.0588

12.7

87.8365

3.79440

2.6266

2.483852

5.746

2.5552

22599.7

0.0195

18.0

93.0775

9.03540

4.0531

3.989

1.617

4.0208

35563.1

0.0392

Hz

Pa

Pa

m/s

m/s

%

m/sec

2.3.3

Hz

Set Up of Flow Visualization System and Experimental Subject
in Wind Tunnel

The wind tunnel design provides plenty of room in the test section for the robot to be
mounted. The test section is surrounded by a metal frame which allows for the mounting of
the robot. It is possible to mount the robot so that it is almost completely out of the flow
while presenting the MAV in the center of the test section. To mount the robot, a flat
aluminum plate was used to interface between the frame and the robot base. This allows the
robot to be secure during testing. The frame also allows for a flat black background for the
side view camera and a stopwatch which is accurate down to one hundredth of a second as
described below. The frame also allows for the mounting of a large number of lights to
illuminate the smoke in the flow without casting shadows. The test section, with the robot
in position is shown in Figure 50 bellow.
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Figure 50: Test section with robot and MAV in upright position for storage

The controller for the robot is placed on a cart near the robot base; within the length of the
connecting cables but away from the flow. The cables from the controller pass through the
wall of the testing area to the PC. The cart also has a position where the robot can be
securly stored between use.

An additional step was taken to avoid error during the course of video-processing, editing,
and analysis. A stopwatch clock was mounted behind the backdrop and was allowed to run
during each test (Figure 50). The smaller numbers denote hundredths of a second and the
larger numbers denote seconds. Tests do not start at 00 00 because the clock was allowed to
run continuously as testing was performed. With temporal data embedded directly into each
acquired image, results could be verified without regard to outside-image information. Video
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playback speed and pitching-rate could be directly determined from the videos; flow speed
could also be estimated from when streaklines began to appear.

2.3.4

Safety

There are several safety concerns which much be addressed.

This project requires the use of a high voltage power supply. High Voltage is extremely
dangerous and always requires caution. The following list provides a series of checks for the
operation of high voltage systems. In particular, this system is dangerous because it employs
exposed wires which will be carrying high voltages during tests. This is required for smoke
generation.
 Clearly label the power supply so that others are aware of its risks.
 Ensure all electrical connections are secure and properly covered.
 Ensure all people are clear of any exposed electrical wires before powering on
voltage sources.
 Ensure all electrical components are secure.
 Ensure that the voltage source is fully discharged before adjusting any components.
 Do not allow for clutter around the power supply and switch, this area must be clear.
 Do not leave the power supply powered on when not in use.

The R-12 robot is an expensive piece of equipment which can also cause harm to operators.
 Ensure that all people are clear of the robot before operating it.
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 Do not allow the robot to contact any hard surfaces.
 Ensure that whoever is operating the robot can easily access the emergency stop to
prevent the robot from going unstable or striking objects with force.

The other large safety hazard is the risk of fire. There are two possible sources of fire in this
experimental setup. The first is from the proximity of high intensity halogen lamps to
flamible materials. The cardboard used to shade the floodlights so that they are not shining
into the cameras is the material of greatest concern. If the lights are left on for long periods,
the heat will cause the shades to catch fire. The second is from exposed electrical wire
necessary for the smoke generation. This wire is designed to get hot without causing
combustion, but that does not make it impossible. Mitigating these risks is done primarily
with awareness. Being aware of the risk and alert for signs of initiation allows the operator
to prevent a fire from starting. For example, the lights are switched off between tests. This
allows the shades to cool. As a last resort, there is always a fire extinguisher on hand during
testing.
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3.0 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF FLOW PATTERNS
(OBJECTIVE #2)
The second objective of this thesis is to utilize the experimental facility described above to
conduct experiments to investigate flow phenomena of the rapidly pitching experimental
subject. As discussed above, there are three key, dimensionless parameters that are being
investigated. The first of these is the freestream speed. This can be parameterized using the
Reynolds Number (Re). Three different values of Re were used during the performance of
this research. These were based on the maximum capabilities of the flow visualization
system. The second variable is the Reduced Frequency (Ω). The reduced frequency is a
non-dimensional pitching rate. Multiple positive and negative reduced frequencies, as well
as a zero pitching rate, were used. The reduced frequencies used are matched to the range of
reduced frequencies observed in free flight of the MAV. The final variable is the advance
ratio (J). The advance ratio is a function of the propeller rotation rate. Multiple advance
ratio values, as well as an undefined value corresponding to zero rotation, were used. Once
again, these are based on observations of the MAV in free flight. In order to examine all of
these variables, the following test matrix was developed.

Table 5: Test Matrix

Re
J
Omega AOA Re
J
Omega AOA Re
J
Omega AOA
34400 Undef. 0.031
21500 Undef. 0.031
8600 Undef. 0.031
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0.6

0.47

0.015
0
0
0
0
0
-0.0155
-0.031
0.031
0.015
0
0
0
0
0
-0.0155
-0.031
0.031
0.015
0
0
0
0
0
-0.0155
-0.031

20
30
45
60
70

20
30
45
60
70

20
30
45
60
70

0.6

0.47

0.015
0
0
0
0
0
-0.0155
-0.031
0.031
0.015
0
0
0
0
0
-0.0155
-0.031
0.031
0.015
0
0
0
0
0
-0.0155
-0.031

20
30
45
60
70

0
0
0
0
0

20
30
45
60
70

-0.031
0.031
20
30
45
60
70

0.24

0
0
0
0
0

20
30
45
60
70

-0.031
0.031
20
30
45
60
70

0.47

0
0
0
0
0

20
30
45
60
70

-0.031

This matrix is organized into three Re sections. Each of these Re sections is divided into
three advance ratio sections. Each advance ratio section is divided into two positive, two
negative, and zero reduced frequency tests. Each zero reduced frequency test is divided into
a range of static AOA tests to cover the constant pitching motion range. This results in a
total of 99 tests.
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There are two discrepancies in this test matrix. The first is that the advance ratios for the
Re=8600 do not match those for the other Re. This is because the advance ratio is a
function of both flow speed and propeller rotation rate. To match the condition of J=0.60,
at such a low flow speed would have required the propeller rotation rate to be below their
minimum functional value. The motors either begin to stall and do not rotate smoothly or
stall completely and stop altogether (more common) when set to the required RPM.
Therefore a higher RPM was used correlating to one half of the other advance ratio. This
allows for trends due to variation on advance ratio to be examined at all Re. Additionally,
because it is possible to match J=0.47 and J=undefined, it is possible to hold the advance
ratio constant while varying all of the other parameters.

The second discrepancy in the test matrix is that there are tests missing from the Re=8600
section. These tests are the lower reduced frequency tests. These tests are omitted because
that the test setup is incapable of recording these tests. Once again, the reduced frequency is
also a function of the flow speed, and as the flow speed decreases, the pitching rate becomes
slower. Of the omitted tests, the pitching rate is slow enough that the constant pitching rate
range of motion cannot be captured in the limited amount of video storage available to the
video acquisition system. Therefore, these tests were omitted. However, it was possible to
match the other reduced frequencies, and therefore it is possible to compare results while
holding the reduced frequency constant. It will also be necessary only to examine the other
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Re in order to examine the effects of varying the reduced frequency, but this should not be a
problem.

The following sections present the results of this study divided into the static and dynamic
tests, as well as discrete vortex shedding data. This data is labeled using the exact conditions
each of test as opposed to the approximate numbers used previously.

3.1

Static Flow Data

A series of images a presented below which demonstrate the effects of the test parameters
during the static testing. The videos are dynamic flows and therefore the images seen here
are only a snapshot of what occurs in each video.

3.1.1

Effects of Advance Ratio

The first three tables of images illustrate the effect of varying the advance ratio at the three
different Re over the entire range of AOA. Each table shows a different Re with a variation
in advance ratio and AOA.
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Table 6: Effects of advance ratio – Re=10700
AOA J=Undef.
15.4

25.9

40.3

56.2

67.7

J=0.47
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Table 7: Effects of advance ratio – Re=22600
AOA
15.4

25.9

40.3

56.2

67.7

J=Undef.

J=0.60

J=0.47
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Table 8: Effects of advance ratio – Re=33500
AOA J=Undef.
15.4

25.9

40.3

56.2

67.7

J=0.60

J=0.47
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3.1.2

Effects of Re

The next two tables of images illustrate the effects of varying the Re at both of the advance

ratios common to all Re over the entire range of AOA. The first table shows the flow
without a slipstream. The second table shows the flow with a strong slipstream. The
intermediate strength slipstream is omitted because it could not be matched at all Re.
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Table 9: Effects of Re – J=Undef.
AOA
15.4

25.9

40.3

56.2

67.7

Re=35500

Re=22600

Re=10700
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Table 10: Effects of Re – J=0.47
AOA Re=35500
15.4

25.9

40.3

56.2

67.7

Re=22600

Re=10700
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3.1.3

Effects of Advance Ratio and Re

The final three tables of images illustrate the effects of varying both the Re and advance ratio
at a consistent AOA. The AOA selected for illustration are 15.4°, 40.3°, and 67.7°. These
span the range of AOA studied here.
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Table 11: Advance ratio and Re – AOA=15.4

AOA Re=35500
=
15.4
J=
Undef
.

J=0.6
0

J=0.4
7

Re=22600

Re=10700
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Table 12 Advance ratio and Re – AOA=40.3

AOA= Re=35500
40.3
J=
Undef.

J=0.60

J=0.47

Re=22600

Re=10700
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Table 13: Advance ratio and Re – AOA=67.7

AOA
= 67.7
J=Un
def

J=0.60

J=0.47

Re=35500

Re=22600

Re=10700
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3.1.4

Top View

It is observed in several of the images above that at high AOA, there are overlapping
streaklines around the LE. This is due to the flow that is captured within the slipstream
passing behind the remainder of the flow which is deflected outward along the lower surface
of the wing before passing over the LE. This is illustrated in the table of images below.
These show a view from directly above the experimental subject. These videos were taken
with significantly lower resolution and frame rate.
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Table 14: Top Down View – Re=22600

J=0.47
AOA=15.4

AOA=25.9

AOA = 40.3

AOA = 56.2

AOA = 67.7

J=Undef.
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3.1.5

Static Vortex shedding Data

Using the static videos collected, the following LE and TE vortex shedding frequencies were
obtained. The TE vortex shedding frequency could be found for all tests. However as can
be seen in section 4.1, the interaction of the LE flow and the flow passing through the
slipstream do not form clear LE vortices. Tests without LE or TE vortices are left blank in
Table 15 below.

In order to gain a better understanding of trends in the data, a non-dimensional frequency
was used. This is defined as:

In this equation,

is the vortex frequency,

is the flow speed, and

is the non-dimensional vortex frequency, U

is the mean chord. This non-dimensional frequency will allow the

data found here to be applied across a broad range of flight conditions.
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Table 15: Static Vortex Shedding Frequencies form LE and TE

LE
.

TE

LE (Nondimensional)

TE (Nondimensional)

AOA
\ Re 35500 22600 10700 35500 22600 10700 35500 22600 10700 35500 22600 10700
15.4
25.9 10.85 7.41

3.38

11.93 8.09 3.14 0.193 0.211 0.240 0.212 0.230 0.223

3

11.57 7.46 4.06 0.225 0.207 0.213 0.206 0.212 0.289

3.15

11.68 7.97 2.92 0.208 0.227 0.224 0.208 0.227 0.208

67.7 11.935 8

3.25

10.85 7.55 3.27 0.212 0.228 0.231 0.193 0.215 0.233

88

3.4

11.18 8.15 3.46 0.199 0.225 0.242 0.199 0.232 0.246

40.3 12.64 7.27
J=
Undef
56.2 11.68 7.97

11.18 7.92

15.4
25.9
J=
0.60

40.3

10.56 8.652 3.11

0.188 0.246 0.221

56.2 Mixing Mixing Mixing 9.99 7.69 3.08

0.178 0.219 0.219

67.7 Mixing Mixing Mixing 10.85 7.21 3.25

0.193 0.205 0.231

88

Mixing Mixing Mixing 11.14 8.35 2.99

0.198 0.238 0.213

56.2 Mixing Mixing Mixing 9.59 7.68 3.21

0.170 0.219 0.228

67.7 Mixing Mixing Mixing 10.15 8.36 3.31

0.180 0.238 0.236

88

0.188 0.231 0.211

15.4
25.9
J=
0.47

40.3

Mixing Mixing Mixing 10.6 8.11 2.97
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3.2

Dynamic Flow Data

The following tables of images show the results of the dynamic testing. These images are
obtained at the point which matches the exact AOA used in the static testing. This is done
using the motion tracking and matching the frame to the measured AOA. This is done to
within 1° AOA. These are separated to examine the variables which are investigated in tests.

3.2.1

Effects of Re

The first tables examine the effect of varying the Re. While holding the advance ratio and
reduced frequency constant, it is possible to vary only the Re and examine the differences in
the flow at each Re. There are four tables. The first two illustrate the flow without the
slipstream, and the last two illustrate the flow with a strong slipstream. The first table of
each of these shows positive nose up pitching (the first and third tables), while the second
show nose down pitching (the second and fourth tables).
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Re=10700
AOA
=
15.4

AOA
=
25.9

AOA
=
40.3

AOA
=
56.2

AOA
=
67.7

Table 16: Effects of Re - J=Undef., =+0.031
Re=22600
Re=35500
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Table 17: Effects of Re- J=Undef., =-0.031

Re=10700
AOA
=15.4

AOA
=25.9

AOA
=40.3

AOA
=56.2

AOA
=67.7

Re=22600

Re=35500
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Table 18: Effects of Re - J=0.47, =+0.031

Re=10700
AOA
=15.4

AOA
=25.9

AOA
=40.3

AOA
=56.2

AOA
=67.7

Re=22600

Re=35500
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Table 19: Effects of Re - J=0.47, =-0.031

Re=10700
AOA
=15.4

AOA
=25.9

AOA
=40.3

AOA
=56.2

AOA
=67.7

Re=22600

Re=35500
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3.2.2

Effects of Reduced Frequency

The following tables examine the effect of varying the reduced frequency. While holding the
advance ratio and Re constant, it is possible to vary only the reduced frequency and examine
the differences in the flow at each AOA. There are four tables. The first two tables show
the flow at a Re of 22600 and the second pair of tables show the flow at a Re of 35500. The
first table of each of these shows the flow without a slipstream (the first and third tables),
while the second show the flow with a strong slipstream (the second and fourth tables).
Only two Re are shown due to the lack of variation of reduced frequency at a Re of 10700.
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Table 20: Effects of reduced frequency – Re=22600, J=Undef.

= +0.031
AOA
=15.4

AOA
=25.9

AOA
=40.3

AOA
=56.2

AOA
=67.7

= +0.0155

= -0.0155

= -0.031
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Table 21: Effects of reduced frequency – Re=22600, J=0.47

= +0.031
AOA
=15.4

AOA
=25.9

AOA
=40.3

AOA
=56.2

AOA
=67.7

= +0.0155

= -0.0155

= -0.031
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Table 22: Effects of reduced frequency – Re=35500, J=Undef.

= +0.031
AOA
=15.4

AOA
=25.9

AOA
=40.3

AOA
=56.2

AOA
=67.7

= +0.0155

= -0.0155

= -0.031
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Table 23: Effects of reduced frequency – Re=35500, J=0.47

= +0.031
AOA
=15.4

AOA
=25.9

AOA
=40.3

AOA
=56.2

AOA
=67.7

= +0.0155

= -0.0155

= -0.031
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3.2.3

Effects of advance ratio

These tables demonstrate the effect of varying the advance ratio. While holding the Re and
reduced frequency constant, it is possible to vary only the advance ratio and examine the
differences in the flow at each AOA. There are six tables. The first two show the flow at a
Re=10700, the middle two show the flow at Re=22600, and the last pair show the flow at
Re=35500.

The first table of each of these shows positive nose up pitching (the first, third,

and fifth tables), while the second show nose down pitching (the second, fourth, and sixth
tables). The tables with Re=10700 show only the advance ratios which could be matched
while the other Re show all three advance ratios.
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Table 24: Effects of advance ratio – Re=10700, = +0.031

J=Undef.
AOA=15.4

AOA=25.9

AOA=40.3

AOA=56.2

AOA=67.7

J=0.47
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Table 25: Effects of advance ratio – Re=10700, = -0.031

J=Undef.
AOA=15.4

AOA=25.9

AOA=40.3

AOA=56.2

AOA=67.7

J=0.47
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Table 26: Effects of advance ratio – Re=22600, = +0.031

J=Undef.
AOA
=15.4

AOA
=25.9

AOA
=40.3

AOA
=56.2

AOA
=67.7

J=0.60

J=0.47
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Table 27: Effects of advance ratio – Re=22600, = =0.031

J=Undef.
AOA
=15.4

AOA
=25.9

AOA
=40.3

AOA
=56.2

AOA
=67.7

J=0.60

J=0.47
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Table 28: Effects of advance ratio – Re=35500, = +0.031

J=Undef.
AOA
= 15.4

AOA
=25.9

AOA
=40.3

AOA
=56.2

AOA
=67.7

J=0.60

J=0.47
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Table 29: Effects of advance ratio – Re=35500, = -0.031

J=Undef.
AOA
=15.4

AOA
=25.9

AOA
=40.3

AOA
=56.2

AOA
=67.7

J=0.60

J=0.47
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3.2.4

Dynamic Vortex Shedding Data

The following table presents the vortex shedding data for the dynamic testing. The vortex
shedding frequencies shown are the mean frequencies observed from the beginning of
vortex shedding to the point where vortex shedding stops. As with the static frequencies,
the vortex shedding frequencies are non-dimensionalized using the equation below.

Table 30: Dynamic TE vortex shedding frequencies

TE Vortex shedding Frequency

Non –Dimensionalized

J

Omega

34400

21500

8600

34400

21500

8600

Undef.

+0.031

16.67

9.86

4.19

.297

.281

.299

+0.0155

11.628

10.3

.207

.294

+0.031

15.94

9.56

.284

.272

+0.0155

14.36

8.74

.255

.250

+0.031

16.0

9.55

.285

.272

+0.0155

15.38

8.84

.274

.252

0.60

0.47

3.94
4.08

.281

.291

TE Vortex shedding Frequency

Non –Dimensionalized

J

Omega

34400

21500

8600

34400

21500

8600

Undef.

-0.031

8.88

7.89

2.90

.158

.227

.207

-0.0155

11.39

9.11

.203

.259

-0.031

12.84

7.54

.229

.215

-0.0155

10.84

6.66

.193

.18

-0.031

14.28

6.56

.254

.188

-0.0155

9.68

6.96

.172

.198

0.60

0.47

3.07

2.62

.219

.187
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3.3

Leading Edge Separation Data

It is also important to closely investigate the phenomena of leading separation and reattachment. This phenomenon is observable in the dynamic testing cases. In the case of
positive pitching rates, as the AOA increases, the flow will begin to separate from the sharp
LE of the wing. This LE separation bubble, seen in Figure 51, will then grow down the top
surface of the wing.

Figure 51: LE separation bubble

For negative pitching, the flow begins by being completely separated from the top surface of
the wing. As the AOA decreases, the flow will reach a point where it will re-attach at the LE
and then the region of attached flow will move aft along the top surface of the wing. The
AOA at which these phenomena occur is tabulated below.
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Table 31: Initial LE Separation for dynamic pitching

Re=34400
J

\

Omega

+0.031

+0.0155

-0.0155

-0.031

Undef.

14.39

17.53

13.96*

16.11*

0.60

26.3

25.33

32.87*

30.65*

0.47

37.02

39.66

34.16*

35.82*

+0.031

+0.0155

-0.0155

-0.031

Undef.

13.20

14.65

14.45*

15.91*

0.60

35.43

34.91

32.99*

33.43*

0.47

40.25

44.50

38.56*

35.82

+0.031

+0.0155

-0.0155

-0.031

Re=21500
J

\

Omega

Re=8600
J

\

Omega

Undef.

10.58

13.26*

0.60

40.21

30.75*

0.47

42.00

33.95*

*LE re-attachment occurs
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Figure 52 below shows the development of the LE separation bubble vortex. These images
are from the Re=10700, J=0.47,

=+0.031 test. This image is from the LE camera. The

first image shows the turbulent slipstream flow attached to the top surface of the wing. The
second shows the LE separation at a very early stage with the bubble just formed; the third
shows the well-developed bubble.

Figure 52: LE separation bubble development

The LE re-attachment is more difficult to observe in the images. Figure 53 below shows the
LE separation bubble prior to its reattachment. The vortex that is formed at the LE can
clearly be seen. When the flow reattaches, this LE vortex is pushed down the top surface of
the wing, resulting in attached flow.
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Figure 53: LE separation vortex

In Figure 54 below, the re-attachment phenomena can be seen. In this figure it is possible to
see attached flow at the LE which reaches to approximately the quarter chord before it
becomes unattached flow.

Figure 54: LE re-attachment
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The other phenomena observed in regard to LE separation and re-attachment is the
oscillation in size of the LE separation bubble in the presence of the slipstream. This is once
again difficult to visualize due to the turbulent nature of the slipstream flow. Figure 55
presents an attempt to illustrate this phenomenon by examining the angle of separation
between the wing and the flow. The three images are taken at successive times and show the
LE separation bubble increasing in size and then decreasing in size. This phenomenon
cannot be accurately measured due to the turbulent nature of the slipstream. Future in
depth study of the turbulent flow in the slipstream could provide valuable results. However,
the methods used here do not allow for sufficient clarity in this region.

Figure 55: LE separation bubble oscillation

3.4

Static and Dynamic Comparison

It is also necessary to examine the differences between the results obtained during static and
dynamic testing. It is possible to look at images of the flow from both at fixed AOA. This
is the same method used to illustrate the results presented above in section 3.1 and 3.2.
There are four tables of images presented below. They illustrate the flow at positive, zero
and negative pitching rates. Each shows the results across the full range of constant pitching
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motion. The first two tables show the flow without a slipstream while the second pair
shows the flow with the slipstream. Each of these pairs has one table with the lowest Re
and one with the highest Re.
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Table 32: Dynamic / Static comparison – Re=35500, J=Undef.
= +0.031
=0
= -0.031
AOA
=15.4

AOA
=25.9

AOA
=40.3

AOA
=56.2

AOA
=67.7
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Table 33: Dynamic / Static comparison – Re=10700, J=Undef.
= +0.031
=0
= -0.031
AOA=
15.4

AOA
= 25.9

AOA
= 40.3

AOA
= 56.2

AOA=
67.7
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Table 34: Dynamic / Static comparison – Re=35500, J=0.47
= +0.031
=0
= -0.031
AOA
=15.4

AOA
=25.9

AOA
=40.3

AOA
=56.2

AOA
=67.7
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Table 35: Dynamic / Static comparison – Re=10700, J=0.47
= +0.031
AOA
=15.4

AOA
=25.9

AOA
=40.3

AOA
=56.2

AOA
=67.7

=0

= -0.031
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4.0 INVESTIGATION OF EFFECTS (OBJECTIVE #3)
The final objective of this thesis is to analyze the results presented in chapter four. This is
broken down into the results of the static and dynamic testing. There are six questions that
were asked at the beginning of this research. We set out to investigate the effects of:


Propeller on vs. propeller off



Advance ratio effects



Pitch up vs. pitch down



Reduced frequency effects



Effects of Re



Calculated vortex shedding frequencies

Satisfactory results were obtained for these questions as well as several other interesting
observations.

4.1

Static Testing Results

Analysis of the static testing resulted in the following observations.


As the Re is increased over the range studied, the following results were observed:
o LE separation is delayed. As the Re increases, the first AOA with the flow
separated from the LE increases. This is true with and without the
slipstream.
o The size of the turbulent separation wake behind wing is minimally reduced.
This effect is small and cannot be quantified. Once again, this is true with
and without the slipstream.
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o The LE and TE vortex shedding frequency increases. As the Re increases,
the vortex shedding frequency also increases in a linear fashion. This is true
with and without the slipstream. This trend can be seen in Figure 56 below
which shows the frequencies without the slipstream.
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Figure 56: LE & TE vortex shedding variation with Re, J=Undef.

o Non-dimensional TE vortex frequencies remain constant. With only
minimal variation, the TE vortex shedding frequency remains constant at an
average value of 0.216. Re and advance ratio have no appreciable effect on
this data. It may be possible to extend this result to a large range of Re.
o Non-dimensional LE vortex frequencies remain constant. With only
minimal variation, the LE vortex shedding frequency remains constant at an
average value of 0.219. Re appears to have no appreciable effect on this
data. It may be possible to extend this result to a large range of Re. With
the propellers activated there is no visible LE vortex shedding. This can be
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seen in Figure 57 below which shows the non-dimensional LE vortex
shedding frequency at the three Re used. The error bars show one standard
deviation.
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Figure 57: Variation in non-dimensional LE vortex shedding frequency



As the Slipstream strength is increased over the range studied, the following results
were observed:
o LE separation is delayed. The slipstream drastically increases the AOA at
which separated flow first appears. Increasing the slipstream strength further
also increases the AOA of separation.
o Downward flow deflection increases. The slipstream causes significant
downward deflection of streaklines to pass through or near the propellers.
Increasing slipstream strength increases this deflection.
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o Causes outward deflection of streaklines not caught in the slipstream. Flow
which intersects the lower surface or is below the region ingested into the
slipstream is deflected outward along the lower surface of the wing before
passing over the LE. This phenomenon was not observed without the
presence of a slipstream. In those tests, the flow did not significantly deflect
out of plane.
o Decreases the size of the turbulent separation wake behind wing. The
slipstream significantly decreased the turbulent separation wake behind the
wing. Increasing the slipstream strength further decreased the size of the
separated region.
o Increases acceleration of flow along the upper surface of the wing which can
be seen in the angle of vapor lines due to the propeller. The greatest velocity
is found in the center of the slipstream which is located at approximately the
surface of the wing. Therefore, within the slipstream, the flow velocity is less
the greater the distance from the wing.
o Increases apparent turbulence in the slipstream. The slipstream is a
predominantly turbulent region. As the advance ratio is increased, the
turbulence in the slipstream develops further upstream. While there is
significant turbulent flow without the slipstream, the slipstream drastically
increases the region of turbulent flow.
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o Delays onset of LE and TE vortex shedding. The slipstream increases the
AOA where vortex shedding begins. Table 32 below shows the first static
AOA at which TE vortex shedding can be observed.
Table 36: First AOA with TE Vortex shedding

Advance Ratio

Undef.

0.06

0.47

TE Vortex shedding first appears at:

25.9°

40.3°

56.2°

o Decreases TE vortex shedding frequency. The slipstream strength has only a
minimal effect on the TE vortex frequency. There is a tendency for
increased slipstream to cause a decrease in TE frequency. This can be seen in
Figure 58 below. This shows the TE vortex shedding frequency at a Re of
35500 for each of the advance ratios used. The undefined values are plotted
at one, due to the inability to display an undefined value.
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In the absence of a slipstream, LE and TE vortex shedding frequency are generally
the same. There is no visible LE vortex shedding with the slipstream.



Non-dimensionalized vortex shedding frequency does not change with Re or
advance ratio. This can be seen in Figure 58 above which shows the variation with
Re and in Figure 59 below which shows the variation with advance ratio.
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Figure 59: Variation in non-dimensional TE vortex shedding frequency

In summary, the static testing was dominated by the slipstream effects. It drastically delayed
LE separation and vortex shedding. It also causes flow to be either deflected downward into
the slipstream or to deflect outward towards the wing tip before passing over the LE.
Additionally, it appears that the non-dimensional LE and TE vortex shedding frequencies
are constant irrespective of both Re and advance ratio. This is important because it means
that these observations are likely valid across a broad range of flight conditions.
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4.2

Dynamic Testing Results

Analysis of the results from the dynamic testing resulted in the following conclusions about
the flow. Many of these conclusions are similar to those obtained during static test analysis.
As the Re is increased over the range studied, the following results were observed:
o In the presence of the slipstream, increased Re decreases the AOA of LE
separation. Without the slipstream, increased Re increases the AOA of LE
separation. These trends can be observed in Figure 60 below which shows
the angle of LE separation at the three different advance ratios for a single
pitching rate.
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Figure 60: AOA at LE separation

o Minimally reduces the size of the turbulent separation wake behind the wing.
This effect is small and cannot be quantified. This is true with and without
the slipstream.
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o Increases TE vortex shedding frequency. As the Re increases, the vortex
shedding frequency also increases. This is true with and without the
slipstream. This can be seen in Figure 61 below.
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Figure 61: Variation in TE vortex shedding frequency with Re

o Non-dimensional TE vortex frequencies remain constant. With only
minimal variation, the TE vortex shedding frequency remains constant at an
average value of 0.229. This is slightly different than the static result of
0.216. Re and advance ratio have no appreciable effect on this data. It may
be possible to extend this result to a large range of Re. Figure 62 below
shows this trend.
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Non - Dimensional TE Vortex
Shedding Frequency
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Figure 62: Non - Dimensional TE Vortex Shedding Frequency



As the Slipstream strength is increased over the range studied, the following results
were observed:
o Delays LE separation. The slipstream drastically increases the AOA of LE
separation. Further increasing the slipstream strength further increases the
AOA of separation as shown in Figure 63.
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Figure 63: variation of LE separation and re-attachment with advance ratio

o Increases downward flow deflection. The slipstream causes significant
downward deflection of streaklines to pass through or near the propellers.
Increasing slipstream strength increases this deflection.
o It is assumed that the overlapping streaklines are the same phenomena
observed in static testing caused by the slipstream.
o

The slipstream significantly decreased the turbulent separation wake behind
the wing. Increasing the slipstream strength further decreased the size of the
turbulent separation wake.

o Increases apparent turbulence in slipstream. The slipstream is a
predominantly turbulent region. As the advance ratio is increased, the
turbulence in the slipstream develops further upstream. While there is
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significant turbulent flow without the slipstream, the slipstream drastically
increases the region of turbulent flow.
o Delays onset of LE and TE vortex shedding. The slipstream increases the
AOA where vortex shedding begins
o Minimal effect on TE vortex shedding frequency. The slipstream strength
has only a minimal effect on the TE vortex frequency. There is no clear
trend shown in Figure 64 below.
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Figure 64: Variation in TE vortex shedding with advance ratio



As the absolute value of the reduced frequency is increased over the range studied,
the following results were observed:
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o

(Omega>0) decreases the AOA at LE separation. For positive pitching,
increasing the pitch rate decreases the AOA of separation. This is contrary
to expectations. Previous study1 has shown that increasing the pitching rate
delays stall. The observed difference was small, only a few degrees, but it
was consistent. This is shown in Figure 65 below.

o (Omega<0) there is no clear trend with respect to the AOA at LE separation.
For negative pitching, increasing the pitch rate has no apparent effect on the
AOA of separation. This is also contrary to expectations. Previous study1
has shown that nose down pitching hastens stall. There is some variance in
AOA of separation, but there was no clear trend. This is shown in Figure 65
below.
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Figure 65: variation in LE separation and re-attachment with reduced
frequency
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o Increases TE vortex frequency. Greater positive pitching rate slightly
increases the TE vortex shedding frequency. This is a small variation, but
consistent. This is shown in Figure 66.
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Figure 66: variation in TE vortex shedding frequency with reduced frequency

o In the absence of the slipstream, increased pitching rate reduces the size of
the turbulent separation wake on the upper surface of the wing.
o In the presence of the slipstream, increased pitching rate increases the size of
the turbulent separation wake. This is contrary to the findings without the
slipstream. This is because the flow is dominated more by the slipstream
than the reduced frequency. The slower pitch rates have less effect on the
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flow, and therefore the slipstream dominates and reduces the size of the
turbulent separation wake.


LE Vortices are very difficult to visualize due to overlapping streaklines and cannot
be reliably calculated.



In the absence of a slipstream, LE and TE vortex-shedding frequency are generally
the same. There is no visible LE vortex shedding with the slipstream.
Non-dimensionalized vortex shedding frequency does not change with Re or
advance ratio. It may increase with the reduced frequency, but this trend needs
further examination. These are shown in Figure 67 below.
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In the presence of a pulsating slipstream, the LE separation bubble oscillates in both
height and length. It does so at the same frequency as the propeller rotates and is
due to variation in the velocity at the LE.



During pitch down maneuvers, the flow reattaches at the LE first and then the
region of attached flow moves aft.

In summary, the flow around the pitching MAV is dominated by the slipstream strength.
The slipstream drastically delayed separation. There are definite effects due to the pitching.
However, these are not as drastic as those controlled by the slipstream strength. The Re has
very little effect on the flow phenomena. The consistency of the vortex shedding frequency
with variation in Re and advance ratio implies that the frequencies observed are consistent
across a broad range of flight conditions. While this value is consistent, it does appear to
vary with pitching rate. This explains the discrepancy between the values obtained for
dynamic and static testing.

4.3

Static and Dynamic Comparison Results

An examination of the comparison of static and dynamic testing results resulted in several
conclusions. These conclusions can be compared with those of previous study on this
experimental subject.1


Without the Slipstream:
o Positive, nose up, pitching delays LE separation. The flow will separate
from the LE at a greater AOA during positive pitching motion than during
a static test. The correlates to the previous finding that “With respect to
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AOA, nose-up pitching delays stall and nose-down pitching hastens it.”

1

While there is no direct correlation between LE separation and stall, the
two are closely related and separation from the top surface will cause a
decrease in lift.
o Negative, nose down, pitching delays LE re-attachment. The flow will reattach to the LE at a lower AOA during negative pitching than the flow
first appears separated during static testing. This correlates to the other
portion of the finding discussed directly above. It appears that the effect of
pitching on stall can be correlated to the tendency of the flow to detach
from the LE at a greater AOA during positive pitching and re-attach at a
lower AOA during negative pitching.
o Positive pitching significantly reduces the size of the LE separation bubble
and the turbulent separation wake.

The LE separation bubble or the

turbulent separation wake decrease in size at a fixed AOA during positive
pitching in comparison to the static testing. This could be due to the delay
in the formation of the LE separation. This observation contradicts to the
finding in previous study that nose-up pitching reduces the drag on the
model at a fixed AOA.1 With a smaller turbulent separation wake, the
pitching motion should decrease the drag.
o Negative pitching significantly increases the size of the turbulent separation
wake. The turbulent separation wake increase in size at a fixed AOA
negative pitching in comparison to the static testing. This could be due to
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the lower AOA at which separated flow is found in negative pitching. This
also contradicts the previous study which found that nose-down pitching
decreases the drag on the model at fixed AOA.1 A larger turbulent
separation wake should result in greater drag.
o Positive pitching increases the downward deflection of the streaklines which
pass above the wing in comparison to static testing. Greater downward
deflection of the flow should result in greater lift on the model during
positive pitching. This correlates to the previous study which found that
nose-up pitching does increase lift.1
o Negative pitching decreases the downward deflection of the streaklines
which pass above the wing in comparison to static testing. This decrease in
flow deflection should result in a decrease in lift as was found in the
previous study.1


In the presence of the slipstream:
o The flow is dominated by the slipstream effects more than the effects of the
pitching rate. The differences observed in the flow during testing without
the slipstream are reduced. However there are differences which can be
observed. This correlates to the finding of the previous study that the
“Propulsion system aerodynamics are not sensitive to rapid pitching.” 1
o Positive, nose up, pitching delays LE separation. Negative, nose down,
pitching delays LE re-attachment. This once again correlates to the delay
and hastening of stall with positive and negative pitching, respectively.
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o Positive pitching significantly reduces the size of the LE separation bubble
and the turbulent separation wake. Negative pitching significantly increases
the size of the turbulent separation wake. This still contradicts the findings
of increased drag for positive pitching and decreased drag for negative
pitching.
o There is no apparent change in the downward deflection of the streaklines
for the static and dynamic testing. This is apparently due to the fact that the
downward flow deflection due to the slipstream is significantly greater than
that due to the pitching motion.

The deflection due to pitching is

overcome by the deflection due to the slipstream. This means that the
increase in lift due to pitching is significantly less that that due to the
slipstream. This also correlates to the previous findings.1
In summary, the comparison of static and dynamic testing resulted in findings that mostly
matched those of the previous study on this model.1 During positive, nose-up, pitching, the
increase in lift was due to the increased downward deflection of the flow and the delay of
stall was due to the delay in LE separation. The opposite effects were found in negative,
nose-down, pitching. There was disagreement in the findings based on the size of the
turbulent separation wake and the increase and decrease in drag. An increase in downward
flow deflection caused the increase in lift based on pitching rate; however this was
significantly less than the increase in lift due to the slipstream.
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CONCLUSIONS
5.1

Conclusions

The study of MAVs is growing. In particular, interest in the versatility and usefulness of
VTOL MAVs is providing a platform for research into their flight dynamics. Previous
research has looked into the design of these vehicles and produced the Mini-Vertigo VTOL
MAV.2

3

This design features a low AR, low Re Zimmerman planform wing with two

contra-rotating propellers in a tractor configuration. Of particular interest in the further
development of this design are the dynamics involved in rapid pitching maneuvers and the
transition from vertical to horizontal flight. The forces and moments involved were studied
in depth using a model of the Mini-Vertigo1, and several key conclusions were reached.

However, in order to better understand the flow phenomena around the MAV during
pitching further study was required. The work presented here investigates the aerodynamics
of Mini-Vertigo VTOL MAVs in rapid pitch maneuvers using flow visualization techniques.
This will lead to a better understanding of the flow around the aircraft during maneuvers and
allow for understanding of what flow effects cause corresponding flight dynamics. In order
to do so, three objectives were set, 1) develop an experimental facility, 2) use flow
visualization to investigate the flow around the experimental subject during pitching, and 3)
analyze the results.

The experimental facility is located at the Department of Aerospace and Mechanical
Engineering at The University of Arizona. It consists of: a closed loop open test section
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wind tunnel capable of airspeeds up to 15m/s and controlled with a VFD; a power source
and wire to generate vapor from a mixture of turbine oil, petroleum jelly and iron powder,
which is placed across the wind tunnel nozzle outlet; a five axis robotic arm mounted below
the test section capable of controlling the experimental subject for pitching maneuvers; and a
pair of video cameras capable of recording the flow visualization at 600 frames per second.
The flow within the wind tunnel was carefully examined in order to ensure that the
experimental subject was placed within a region of flow unaffected by boundary effects and
that there were no significant disturbances or oscillations within the flow.

The flow around the experimental subject was studied in both static and dynamic testing.
For the static tests, the AOA of the experimental subject was varied across a range of AOA
from 15 to 70 degrees. For each range of AOA, tests were performed with a Re of 10700,
22600, and 35500, and advance ratios of undefined, 0.60, and 0.47. Several conclusions can
be drawn from the static testing. The flow is dominated by the propeller slipstream effects.
The presence of the slipstream drastically delayed LE separation and vortex shedding. It
also causes flow to be either deflected downward into the slipstream or to deflect outward
towards the wing tip before passing over the LE. Increasing the slipstream strength also
increases the turbulence in the slipstream and relative velocity of the flow at the wing surface
compared to freestream. Varying the Re affects the TE and LE (visible only without
slipstream) vortex shedding frequencies, increased Re increases the frequency. Additionally,
it appears that the non-dimensional LE and TE vortex shedding frequencies are constant at
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a value of 0.216, irrespective of both Re and advance ratio. This is important because it
means that these observations are likely valid across a broad range of flight conditions.

Dynamic testing also varied the advance ratio and the Re. It also varied the reduced
frequency. Both positive and negative pitching was examined. Many of the conclusions
drawn were the same as those from static testing. Increasing the Re increased the vortex
shedding frequency. The presence of the slipstream delayed LE separation and caused
significant deflection downward and towards the wingtip, as well as increasing turbulence
and relative flow speed at the top surface prior to separation. However there were also some
new results from dynamic testing. Firstly, in the presence of the slipstream, increased Re
decreases the AOA of LE separation while without the slipstream, increased Re increases the
AOA of LE separation. Also, the pitching rate has several effects on the flow. For positive
pitching, increasing the pitch rate decreases the AOA of separation and for negative
pitching, increasing the pitch rate has no apparent effect on the AOA of separation. This is
contrary to expectations. Previous study1 has shown that increasing the pitching rate delays
stall and nose down pitching hastens stall. Additionally, greater positive pitching rate slightly
increases the TE vortex shedding frequency. The LE vortices are very difficult to visualize
due to the outward deflection of the flow before passing over the LE. However, in the
absence of a slipstream, LE and TE vortex shedding frequency are generally the same. Some
interesting phenomena were found at the LE. In the presence of a pulsating slipstream from
the propellers, the LE separation bubble oscillates in both height from the top surface and
length along the chord. It does so at the same frequency as the propeller rotation and is the
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result of variation in the flow speed at the LE. Interestingly, during pitch down maneuvers,
the flow reattaches at the LE first and then the region of attached flow moves aft, opposite
of the characteristics of pitch up. As with static testing, the non-dimensional TE vortex
frequencies remain roughly constant. With only minimal variation, the TE vortex shedding
frequency remains constant at an average value of 0.229. However, it appears that increasing
the pitching rate increases this value slightly. This is slightly different from the static result
of 0.216. Re and advance ratio have no appreciable effect on this data. It is possible to
extend this result to a large range of flight conditions.

A comparison of the static and dynamic testing resulted in several findings that correlated
very well with previous research on this model.1 During positive, nose-up, pitching, the
increase in lift found previously was due to the increased downward deflection of the flow
and the delay of stall was due to the delay in LE separation. The opposite effects were
found in negative, nose-down, pitching. There was disagreement in the findings based on
the size of the turbulent separation wake and the increase and decrease in drag.

Positive

pitching was found to increase the drag on the model however positive pitching reduces the
size of the turbulent separation wake which should decrease drag. The increase in downward
flow deflection caused by pitching rate was significantly less than that due to the slipstream.
Therefore the increase in lift due to the slipstream is greater than that due to pitching.
The flow around the Mini-Vertigo VTOL MAV is dominated by the slipstream from its
propellers. The slipstream delays LE separation, and therefore stall, and causes drastic
deflection in the flow, increasing lift. While the frequency of the vortices shed from the LE
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and TE varies with flow speed, the non-dimensional frequency does not. It does, however,
vary slightly with the pitching rate. These results are applicable across a wide range of flight
conditions.

5.2

Future Studies

There remains work to be done to further understand the flow around the MAV during
rapid pitching. Future studies will be required. Firstly, additional study should examine the
effect of pitching rate on non-dimensional vortex shedding frequency by increasing the
range of reduced frequency studied. Also, future studies should include the visualization of
different planes within the flow, including vertical and horizontal planes. It would also be
beneficial to study the effects of elevon deflection. It may also be necessary to further
develop the technique for flow visualization. Iincreasing the flow speed beyond 4 m/s
would provide beneficial data. It would also be good to be able to visualize the region of
flow that cannot be seen on the top surface of the wing using the current procedure. The
flow is dominated by the slipstream; therefore a more detailed picture of the turbulent flow
within the slipstream would be very beneficial. This would require a better or different flow
visualization technique, as well as a more detailed understanding of the motor performance.
In particular, encoded motors would provide accurate RPM measurement and improved
reliability over the current motor.
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APPENDIX A: MATLAB CODE FOR ARC
function [XYtheta, SEGTIME, actual_pitching_rate,
pitching_rate_roundingerror] = arc(R, n, X, Y, r)
% arc describes a 90 degree arc about a designated point (X,Y)
% R = radius = distance from elbow to aerodynamic center of
vehicle in mm
% n = number of points included in arc
% X = location of aerodynamic center, horizontal from robot
base(mm)
% y = location of aerodynamic center, vertical from robot
base(mm)
% r = pitching rate in radians per second
% XYtheta =
coordinate
%
% SEGTIME =
TIMED
%

matrix containing the horizontal coordinate, vertical
and pitch angle in degrees; respectivly
Roboforth input for time between points in CONTINIOUS
mode, im msec

theta = linspace(0,90,n);

% array of pitch angles

x = zeros(length(theta),1); % horizontal cooordinate array
y = zeros(length(theta),1); % vertical cooordinate array
for i = 1:length(theta)
x(i) = X - R*cosd(theta(i));
y(i) = Y - R*sind(theta(i));
XYtheta(i,2) = x(i);
XYtheta(i,3) = y(i);
XYtheta(i,4) = -theta(i);
XYtheta(i,1) = 0;
XYtheta(i,5) = 0;
XYtheta(i,6) = 0;
end
plot(x,y,'*')
title('position of robot arm hand');xlabel('horizontal position
[mm]');ylabel('vertical position [mm]')
totaltime = .5*pi/r % total time required to move 90 degrees at
the specified pitch rate
SEGTIME = (totaltime/(n-1))*1000; % time required for each
segment
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segtime = nearest(SEGTIME); %roung segtime to nearest integer,
nessicary for ROBOFORTH command
actual_pitching_rate = .5*pi/(n-1)/segtime*1000;
pitching_rate_roundingerror = (actual_pitching_rate - r)/r;
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APPENDIX B: ROBOFORTH CODE
Roboforth code used for positive pitching motions
: POS_PITCH
500 SPEED !
POSITIVE 1 GOTO
CONTINUOUS TIMED
18000 ACCEL !
161 SEGTIME !
1 MSECS
POSITIVE RUN
500 SPEED !
0 MSECS
;

Roboforth code used for negative pitching motions
: NEG_PITCH
500 SPEED !
NEG 1 GOTO
CONTINUOUS TIMED
10000 ACCEL !
161 SEGTIME !
0 MSECS
NEG RUN
500 SPEED !
3000 MSECS
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
;

32 GOTO
28 GOTO
24 GOTO
20 GOTO
16 GOTO
12 GOTO
8 GOTO
4 GOTO
1 GOTO
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APPENDIX C: LABVIEW CODE, FRONT PANEL AND BLOCK
DIAGRAM
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Experimental Interface

161

162
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